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CHAPTER  1 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Four  Corner Stones  of Appropriate Technology. 

The   Industrial Policy Resolution promulgated  in 

1948 was  motivated by the objective of raising the stan- 

dard of  living by exploiting the country's resources,   in- 

creasing the level of production and offering opportunities 

to all  for employment.     The Directive Principles  of the 

Indian Constitution enjoined,  the states to undertake r.easures 

to assure  citizens an adecúate means of livelihood and raise 

the standard of living without leading to concentration of 

wealth and means of production to the detriment of the common 

good.    The above t«o are the beacons which guided industrial 

development  in  India for the past 3 decades.    Despite tht 

good intentions of the  industrial policy,  the fact   regains 

that  in 1978,   India,  vrith a population of over 6C0 million, 

cannot  censure m re than 14 kg.   of steel ?er capita.    This 

can  directly be attribu-.e-i to  the lack of purchasing power 

by  the majority of the  population,    ^or accélérâtir.g industrio! 

growth,   the  purchasing -c-er  of the population plays a vitfi- 

role since there are close backward and forward  linkages be- 

tween industries such as  metal   and equipment  on the one hand 

and  consumer goods and agriculture on the other.     The pur- 

chasing power can be increased by fuller employment  of tho 

population  towards productive   output.     ?or the developing 

countries,   employment  is  the  chief of the r-ooic-economic ob- 

jetives.     Technology  infrastructure,   technology  transfers,   *r.d 

manpower planning should be directed to-'ards   fulfill ir.r tins 

objective.     It   is  in this  contoxt that  one  needs  to  define 
appropri?)te techr;olo.-—,r. 
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Technology choice  in the industrialization of deve- 

loping  countries  is   no  more  an indeoendent   factor  in de- 

ciding the production  structure of a community.     On the  con- 

trary technology selection should be determined after set- 

ting the production  targets ana identifying social goals. 

The typical  condition  of the poor  in most   of the  developing 

countries is the restricted work opportunities which in turn 

prevent  the poor from working their way out  of misery.     ?or 

a. poor man the chance  to work is the greatest of all  needs. 

Gabriel  Ardant    has   said that it  is  important that there should 

be enough work  for all  because that  is the  only way to  elimi- 

nate anti-productive  reflexes and create  a new state of nini. 

It is more important   that everybody should produce sonethinr 

than that a few people should each produce a great deal. 

?ron the above premises,  one concludes that  the task,  then, 

is (i)   to bring into   existence sufficient  workplaces  in the 

areas where the people are now living.     Since creatine- a 

workplace requires   'capital'   it follows that  (ii)   those work- 

places on the average  should be cheap enough so that  they can 

ce created in  large numbers without  calling for  an unattainable 

level  of capital   formation and importa,     (iii)     It  ic also 

essential  that  the production should b» rair.lv from indigenous 

or local  materials  and  mainly for  local   consumption.     (iv) The 

requirement is  that  the technology used be  cognizant  of the 

skills,   managerial   inputs,   r?-> material  supply,   financing,  -:•> 

keting etc.    These are  the four corner otoñes definin,- the broa-! 

terminology of appropriate technology.     In the subject  matter 

discussed in this paper,  the appropriateness of the Indian Steel 

technology will   be tested and an analysis  will be made  into the fs 

tors -''-.ich -"andate transgression of the  boundaries  defined b" 

the corner stone-. 

References are  .riven at the end. 
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Multi-Dimensional Aspects of Appropriate Technology of 
Steel. 

Besides capital equipment, technology comprises of 

production processes including the length of gestation 

period, production designs, an organisational system to 

effectively utilize industrial inputs and managerial 

skills for efficiently co-ordinating the various factors 

of production. Development of appropriate technology re- 

quires a careful direction of these activities. A country 

has to pass through the phases of accumulation, diffusion 

and adaptation of technology before it can become self- 

sustaining. During the early stages of development, it may 

be necessary to acquire the required kind of technology from 

advanced countries. It is necessary to ensure that the capi- 

tal equipment can be adapted to local conditions and the 

necessary expertise developed indigenously. Adaptation of 

transferred technologies, along with indigenously innovated 

ones, require a multi-dimensional systems approach, which 

takes into consideration the economic, social and political 

aspects. 

1,2,1    economic Aspects of Appropriate Technology 

The question of appropriate technology has risen after 

the stark realization by people like Schumacher that the 

world economic system is living on irreplaceable capital 

vhich it cheerfully treats as income.  This capital can be 

categorized as natural minerals and fuels, the tolerance 

margins of nature and the human substance. 

During the past decades the «rich* nations have been con- 

suming fossil fuel at a rate of 4.5? ton, per head compared 

with the consumption of 0.32 tons Per head by the poor nations. 

In this process, this once-for-all endowment of relatively 

cheap and simple fuel is rapidly being depleted. At the pre- 

sent economic growth rate, the yorld's cheap sr.d sirrle fuel-, 
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could easily become dear and scarce long before the poor 

oountries navi acquired the wealth, education, industrial 

sophistication and tho power of capital accumulation needed 

to apply the alternative fuels on any significant scale. 

Keynes, the father of modern economics, advised that 

economic progress is possible only if we employ those power- 

ful human drives of selfishness, which religion and tradi- 

tional wisdom universally call upon us to resist.  The modern 

economy is driven by a greed which is the very cause cf its 

expansionist success.  The question is whether such causes can 

be effective in the long nan, or, do they carry within them- 

selves the seeds of destruction of the human substance. It is 

common -experience that despite the rapid rise in Gross national 

Product, people find themselves oppressed by increasing frus- 

tration, alienation, insecurity and so forth. After a. '-'hile 

even the Tí? does not rise due to a creeping attitude of non- 

cooperation, as expressed by various types of escapism. The 

cultivation and expansion of needs is the antithesis of wisdom. 

There can be growth towards a limited objective, but there can- 

not be unlimited, generalized growth.  Gandhiji has said:  "'larth 

provides enough to satisfy every man's need, but not for every 

man's greed". Permanence and predatory attitudes are incom- 

patible. 

Capital is largely a product of hum=>n labour, set aside for 

and ".sed in further production.  It is a product of work carried 

out in the past which was not consumed. The quantity and quality 

cf land and other natural resources being fixed, with a grc-ir.g 

population, output per head will rise only if the rate of growth 

cf capital or improvements in technology, or both combined, is 

far greater than the rate of .--rowth in population. The two 

do-estic sources of capital available are voluntary savings and 

taxes.  In a.  i'v/elooin,^ countrv where the bul!-: of the aggregate 

mone" income is s^er.t on food end rel-tive!" primitive ?te"S of 
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clothing and household necessities, capital formation "by in- 

creased savings is difficult. 

The nex± problem is of capital required to generate one 

rupee's worth of extra output. Experience of the past 3 decades 

has shown that the actual capital-output ratio is well over 

4:1 implying that ve have to increase our savings and invest- 

ment by 4C'  for each percent increase in the population just 

to maintain the present standard of living.  For the present 

rate of population growth of 2.5> per annum, aspiring for a 

modest economic growth of Ie* in the output requires an increase 

in the savings and investment by 4 (2.5 + 1) » 14*;'. During the 

past decades the ratio of savings to national income was 5s" in 

1950 - 51, 6.3^ in 1955 - 1956, 3.5< in i960 - 61, 4.if in 

I965 - 66, and 4.8e' in 1971 - 72 which is far below the minimum 

savings of 14f*. 

Prom the above discussion it may be concluded that: 

i) Developing countries cannot consume at the same 
greedy rate as the developed countries have done 
in the past. 

ii) Cur objective for economic grc-'th should be towards 
satisfying our needs and not *-'ants. 

iii) Vit h the present capital to output ratio of around 
4:1, it will recuire a herculean task to build up 
savings and pump this money into the economy to 
maintain a modest growth rate. 

iv)  Improvements in technology and introduction of tech- 
nology with low capital to output ratio should be 
given a high priority. 

1.2.2   Social Aspects of Appropriate Technolog:/ 

The modern rorld has been shaped by its metaphysics which 

has shaped its education, which in turn has brought forth its 

science and technology. Today the world finds itself involved 

in three crises. The first is the dehumanizing of life as a 

result of the technological, organisational and political syst errs. 
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The second is the partial breakdown in the environ- 

ment which supports human life and which has caused 

a disruption of ecological balance.     The third is the 

rapid depletion of non-renev/able resources which will 

pose severe bottleneck to future generations.    On the 

other hand the hopes and expectations that modern tech- 

nology can alleviate world poverty and unemployment have 

not been fulfilled during the past three decades.    It 

still  remains a challenge whether a technology can be 

developed which helps us solve the problems mentioned 

above. 

From a sociological view point the primary task of 

technology is to lighten the burden of work of man in 

order to help him stay alive and to develop his poten- 

tial.    Technology has been most successful  in reducing 

or even eliminating skilful,  productive work of human 

hands.    Virtually all  real production has been turned 

into an inhuman choice which does not  enrich a man,  but 

deprives him of the opportunity to express his potential 

in the quality of the wurk.    Modern technology has de- 

prived man of the creative aspects  of work involving his 

hands and brains.     It gives him instead plenty of werk 

of a fragmented kind,   which he may not  enjoy at all. 

Karl Marx had predicted that the production of too many 

useful  things results   in too many use1ess people. 

Gandhi¿i had envisioned a system of production by 

the masses which mobilizes the priceless resources pos- 

sessed oy all human beings;  their élever brains and skil- 

ful hands which support them with first  class tools.     The 

technology of production by the masses makes use of the 

best of modern knowledge and experience,   is conducive to 

decentralization,   is  compatible with the la-.-, of ecology, 

is gentle in its use of scarce resources and is designed 

to serve the human person instead of mining hi"1 th"1 servant 
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of machines. We are, today, in possession of all re- 

quisite knowledge to systematically and by creative 

effort, bring this technology into active existence and 

make it generally visible and available. There is no 

industry, no matter how sophisticated the technology 

it requires, that need be inhuman, ignorant of ecolo- 

gical balance or depend totally on non-renewable resources. 

If the present technology can destroy human individuality, 

natural life and resources, then an appropriate technology 

must be develcoed to overcome these destructive tendencies. 

1-2.3    Political Aspects of Appropriate Technolog/ 

The political system of the world to-day suffers from 

the Mansholt syndrome, which demands farther, quicker, 

richer results which burst into newspaper headlines every 

day with the message "a break-through a day keeps the 

crisis at bay". Today, the main content of politics is 

economics and the main cor.tent of economics is technology. 

Everybody believes in grov+h; for growth is an essential 

feature of life. The important point i: to determine what 

constitutes progress, growth and development. 

Despite the stated objectives of the Industrial Policy 

Resolution, two phenomena are giving rise to nationwide con- 

cern, mass unemployment and mass migration into cities. Ir. 

addition, one of the unhealthy and destructive tendencies 

emerging in India as well as in most of the developing coun- 

tries, is an ever more accentuated form of 'dual economy'. 

In this system, two different patterns of living are co- 

existing in which the humblest member of one group has a 

daily income v/hich is far in excess of that of the hardest 

working member of the other group.  Recognizing the fact 

that there are at present two somewhat distinct economic", 

T^rlok Singh suggested four main directions in which a r.ç" 

orientation is needed. First, the economy of each distir.~- 

region has to be strengthened systematically to eradicate t. 
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existing extremes of poverty.    Secondly,  a variety of 

fresh approaches to reorganise land management must be 

developed.    Thirdly,   the conditions of household and 

rural  industries should be developed into progressive 

industries.     Finally,   the two disparate sectors - the 

organized and unorganized parts of the Indian economy 

must be brought into a much closer relationship,   so 

that they may grov; together.    To achieve a more unified 

and integrated economy,   the resources of the modern in- 

dustrial sector must be applied intensively to the trans- 

formation of the rural sector and raising the levels of 

the productivity of those subsisting on it. 

1.3 Definition of Appropriate Technology for Steel 

Appropriate technology should attempt to ensure the 

following four conditions: 

i)    sufficient workplaces should be provided in the 
areas where people live 

ii)    workplaces with low capital requirement are 
created 

iii)    use indigenous raw materials and produce mainly 
for local consumption 

iv)    be cognizant of the available skills,   managerial 
inputs,   raw material  supply,   financing and market 
conditions. 

In addition,   appropriate technology must be guided by the 

following economic,   social and political aspects. 

i)    Minimize the consumption of non-renewable natural 
resources,   strive towards an ecological balance 
and enrich rather than alienate human life. 

ii)    The objective of the  economic growth should be to- 
wards satisfying our needs. 

iii)    Evolve those technologies which require a lo" 
capital to output rrfcio. 

iv)    The appropriate t--chnolo.-y should fit   into a system 
of production by the masses rhich mobilizes human 
resources and which snpnorts them with first  class 
tools. 
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v)    The two disparate sectors of developing nations 
i.e. the organized and unorganized;  .?.uot be 
brought into p eloper relationship so thst they 
may grow together.    To achieve this the ressources 
of the modern industrial  sector must be apolied 
to transform the rural  sector and raise its pro- 
ductivity. 

The purpose of this  paper is  to determine to what extent 

the present steel technology fits  into the broad guide- 

lines given above.     In the subsequent chapters,  the history 

of the growth of steel  industry,   its use and requirement are 

discussed.    Next,   the tech:..-logical factors which have de- 

cided the course of steel v;chnology to date will be analyzed- 

Thereafter techno-econo-social aspects for future steel plant.. 

are elucidated.    Finally,  some suggestions are made on the 

adaptation and implementation of appropriate technology. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2.0 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

2.1 Historical Review of Development  of Steel Technolog 

The art of smelting iron was known in India in ancient 

times.    Reference to iron has been made in the Rig Veda 

(2000 BC)   and it  is said that   India was the first pro- 

ducer of carbon steel  (Wootz).    The farous iron pillar of 

historic antiquity was built  in  India.     In fact,   India is 

considered to be the centre of origin of the iron industry 

in the world.     It  is probable that the iron age in Indi? 

had started about 3000 years before the industry started in 

the European countries.    In those days,  Hyderabad and Madras 

in South India were the centres of production of wootz,    which 

was highly valued In the world market. 

2.1.1 Emergence of Industrial Revolution in the West 

Before the eighteenth century charcoal-fired furnaces 

were used in Britain and other "estern countries for smelting 

iron.     Areas rich in ore and timber were,  therefore,   the sites 

of the  iron industry.     In the second half of the eighteenth 

century,   there was an expansion of the foundry trade.     Pit 

coal was  substituted for charcoal,   and cast  iron industry 

made its appearance.    The puddling furnace,  a coal fired re- 

verberatory furnace was perfected by Henry Cort in I783 - 4. 

In this  furnace the pig was stirred to get rid of the im- 

purities.     A cheaper fuel  could be used in this process and 

the rate of production could also be accelerated.     In I790 

Homfriy devised a method of refining so that  the surplus sili- 

con could be removed fron the pig before treatment  in the 

puddling furnace.     In Corf s process t'-'c tons of pigs were 
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required to make a ton of wrought  iron bars.    The 

introduction of the refining process invented by Homfray 

reduced this amount  to between 30 and 35 cvrt.    Thus the 

invention of Cort  and Homfray helped the production of 

malleable iron and Britain was the  foremost country in 

its  production during the period 1?84 -  1Ö75- 

Economy in fuel  consumption  could be made for iron 

production,   thanks to the efforts  of J.B. Neilson, who 

found that raw coal   could be used to smelt the iron stones 

of Scotland if the  furnace blast  was heated.    The use of 

anthracite coal for  smelting became possible due to this 

invention of Neilson.    This inspired the development  of the 

iron  industry south of Lare Superior in "SA due to availa- 

bility of vast resources of ore   in close oroximity to an- 

thracite coal. 

In If56.  Sir "e.-.ry Bessemer  invente"' a process  for 

converting molten  ni- iron into  steel without using ac- 

tional fuel.     In  -   reverter,   carbon aîv:   silicon coul^   'r° 

burnt out of the metal by a blast  of air blown through it. 

The requisite carbon could then be restored in the form of 

ferro-manganese or spiegelison.     This process took between 

twenty and forty minutes only.     The Siemens Martin of the 

Open Hearth process which differed from the Bessemer,   and 

proved more popular than, the latter, was introduced by  I869. 

The invention of the basic process in 1879 °7 Gilchrist 

and Thomas marks a significant  event in the history of the 

iron and steel  industry.    They shoved that if the Bessemer 

converter of the Open Hearth furnace were provided with a lining 

of  some basic materia1 ,  the phosphorus  fron the ore could 

be taken away during conversion and good quality steel   rould 

be produced from phosphoric ores.     During the nineties,   the 

electric furnace v?.s introduced  for steel-making.    The pro- 

duction of special  alloy steels  containing mananese,   silicon, 
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chromium and nickel  steel  started before the First 

World War (1914 - 18).    ?rom I894,  Open Hearth Steel 

became very  important and in 1913   it  formed about four- 

fifths  of the total British output. 

Towards  the end' of the nineteenth century,   America 

developed the steel  indust^.    By I890 American output 

exceeded the British and by I913  it was  four times as 

great.     In I913 the German output  of steel was more than 

twice the British output. 

In I913  Great 3ritain,  United States  and Germany 

were together responsible for 87^   of the world's pig 

iron and 7%' of the world's steel output. 

The above historical survey shows that the iron and 

steel  industry is dynamic.     It shows that  technical changes 

bring changes in supremacy of different   countries in steel 

production.     With the introduction of coal  af3  fuel in iron 

making due to the inventions of Darby and Cort,   England with 

her abundant   coal  supplies gained supremacy ?ver countries 

with timber resources in wrought  iron production.    The intro- 

duction of the blast furnace nade Scotland an important   iron 

producer.     South Staffordshire declined as an iron producer 

with the invention of Bessemer and Siemens processes and the 

industry  in Britain migrated to the coastal  areas.    The 

Lorrain ores  could be utilised for steelr.aV::'L7,   thanks to 

the introduction of the Thomas process,   so  that Germany be- 

came the chief European producer.    Technical  changes bring 

changes in  leadership in an industry and the iron and steel 

industry furnishes a good example of this. 

2.2 Steelmaker.;? in th" Current Era 

The current era of steelmaking started after the ini- 

tial  shock  of the Second World War was  ever.    All the ad- 

vanced countries be^an producing steel  on a lar.^e scale. 
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This was helped by the development of oxygen  steelmaking 

and continuous  casting.     In this steelmaking  race USA 

became the top producer during the 1960's.     It was 

later compelled  to cut down  its  production for econo- 

mic reasons.    USSR is making steady progress   and became 

the top producer during the  1970's and is still going 

ahead.    Japan was another country which was  trying to 

get to the topmost position within the next   few years, 

but was corr.pelled to cut down production due  to   increase 

in  ^ost of fuel  and decline  of  export market. 

The developing countries,   which became  independent 

from foreign rules after the Second '.7orld War,   took steel- 

making as one of their national  developmental  programs. 

India,   Chini,   Brazil,   Iran,   Nigeria,   etc. are giving 

high priority to the steelrnakmg front. 

Toda;/,   the trend in every  country is to become self- 

sufficient  in iron and steel  production,  consequently the 

exporting countries are being forced to cut   down their 

production.    As  iron ore is  fairly evenly distributed all 

over the world  every country will become more  or less self- 

sufficient  in steel if other raw material and technological 

skills are also acquired.    The  larga producers will  have 

to cater largely to meet their domestic requirement. 

2.3 Iron and Steelmaking in India   in Modern Times 

The first  smelter for iron ore in India '--as started by 

Joshua Marshall Hearth at Porto Novo,  Tamil  Nadu in 1830. 

In 1633 furnaces,   forges and  rolling mills  ^ere also created 

at Boigpur Malabar.     In 1353  a company called "ast   India Co. 

was formed in  London.    This  company erected   shelters and work? 

at Tiruvanamalai  in North Arcot and at Palampatti. 
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About the year 1874 the Bengal Iron Works Company 

was formed. The worr:s of the company were constructed 

in 1975 at Kulti, 145 miles West of Calcutta.  In l?^ 

the works consisted of ? blast furnaces, yielding ¿0 

tons of pig iron per day.  There was also a foundry to 

convert the pig iron into railway sleepers. The ver':s 

were accniired by the Government in April 1882 and sinr^e 

were known as the Barakar Iron Works. One  blast fur- 

nace was started in January I884. A second blast "îr- 

nace was erected in I889. The same year the Government 

transferred the undertaking to l'/s  Martin and Co. The 

works were then remodelled. Towards the beginnin,; of the 

present century, the new concern called the Bengal Iron 

and Steel Co. had 2 blast furnaces, producing 40,"CO tons 

of pig iron per year. In the first decade of the twen- 

tieth century another blast furnace was added so that the 

annual capacity rose to 75,000 tons. 

The Tata Iron and Steel Company vas formed in I907. 

The works of the company were erected at Sakchi (now 

Jamshedpur), a village in Singhbhum. Originally there 

were two 200 T blast furnaces, four 40 ton open hearths, 

a steam-driven blooming r.ùll, a rail and structural mill 

and a small bar mill. 

The Indian Iron and Steel Co. was formed unier the mana- 

ging agency of M/s Burn and Co. in March I9I8. The works of 

the company were erected at Kirapur, situated about I40 miles 

from Calcutta.  ?here were two blast furnaces each of 600 

tons per capacity.  In I936 the Bengal Iron and Steel Co. 

was ama'ganated with the Indian Iron and ^teel Co. 

The Government of Mysore erected a s-all charcoal 

furnace at 3h">dravati in 1?23.  A small steel plant '--as added 
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later and it started production in March 1936.    Steel 

rolling rriTs were also started in April of the sam« 
year. 

In  1937 the Steel   Corporation of Bengal was formed un- 

der the managing agency of M/s Burn and Co.   for producing 

steel  from pig iron manufactured at the works  of the 

Indian Iron and Steel   Co.    The works of the  steel  cor- 

poration were sited at Burnpur adjacent to  *he works  of 

the  Indian Iron and Steel Co.     The initial   ingot capacity 

of the works of 270.COO  tons a year was subsequently doub- 

led by the addition of tvo basic Bessemer converter. 

2"3,1 Da• of Independence - lessive Industrialization 

During the first  five y°ar plan emphasis was laid on 

the development  of agriculture.     In the steelmaking sector, 

the plan included (n.)   the modernization and  expansion of 

the works of the Tata  Iron and Steel  Co.  for  increasing the 

capacity of its plant  from 1 million to 1.3  million tons of 

ingot steel per annum,   (b) the expansion scheme of the 

Indian Iron and Steel  Co.  to raise its  capacity from about 

0.3 million tons  to C.5 million tons of steel   ingots  a year 

«id  (c)   the expansion of the Mysore Iron and  Steel Works to 

a capacity of 100,000 tons of finished steel,   to be achieved 
by 1965. 

In 1953 the Steel   Corporation of Bengal   vas amalgamated 

with the Indian  Iron .and Steel  Co. and as a result,   the 

Indian Iron and Steel  Company became an integrated iron and 

steel producing unit. 

2.3.2 Development during the Second Plan 

The Iron and Stee1   Industry had the most  spectacular and 

eventful growth during the second plan which began in 

April 19-6.    Highest priority was given to the development 
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of the iron and steel  industry and  provision was made 

in the plan to raise the  capacity   in one step  from 

I.5 M ingot  tons to 6 million ingot tons. 

It was planned to achieve the  target of 6 million 

tons of steel  ingots a year by (a)   installing three inte- 

grated steel plants  in the public  sector,   each with a 

capacity of 1 million tons of ingot steel a year and 

(b)   increaing the capacity of the  Tata Iron and Steel  Co. 

to  2 million tons of ingot steel   per year and that of the 

Indian Iron and Steel  Co.  to 1 million tons  of ingot steel 

per year. 

A public sector undertaking,   the Hindustan Steel  Ltd. 

was set up  to look after the three  one million ton steel 

plants.    The steel plants were set  up with the help and tech- 

nical support fror, foreign countries,  at Rourkela in col- 

laboration vith a German  Combine,   V./s Krupp  and Demag,   at 

Bhilai in collaboration with the Government  of USSR and 

at Durgapur  in collaboration with  the Indian  Steel Works 

Construction Comp-ny Ltd., a special consortium of 1} 

British companies. 

2.4 Consequences:    A Fresh Look at the  Problems and Opportunities 

Prom the above historical review,  one can discern a con- 

sistent trend in which innovation   in technolo.^ enabled the 

use of material resources which were locally  available.     It 

may be stated that prior to I950,    the steel   industry fulfilled 

most of the criteria laid down m  the first  chapter for 

appropriate technology.     It was  less capital   intensive,   it 

employed more people per capital   invested due  to the many 

hand operations in the various stages of production,   the 

plants vrere  centered around the regions where  coal or  iron 

ores were accessible and  finally most of the   sVel was  for 

domestic consumption.     The major drawbacks,   fro-  a modern 
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viewpoint, of the steelmaking of the pre-1950 era were 

that it did not permit massive steel production and it 

demanded severe physical exertion from the workers. 

Andrew Carnegie recognised the latter and had a policy 

of giving each batch of crew sufficient rest and re- 

creation between each period of work while another rested 

and refreshed batch took over the work.  It was the ex- 

perience of the Carnegie-IIlinois 2teel that the production 

was more than double than if only one crew had worked con- 

sistently.  This was one of the mrrt appropriate technologies 

of human endeavour which was aba." ^ned after the introduction 

of the concept of industrial engineering, automation and 

trade-unionism. 

The deviation of the steel technology from our criterial 

of appropriate technology started as a consequence of several 

technological developments in oth-r industries. These were the 

production of tonnage oxygen, development of hydraulics and 

electrical machineries to replace steam power, refractory 

development and the concept of leisure as a necessary part 

of hunan life. Social workers ani trade unionists demanded 

less physical exertion for workers which forced innovation 

of automatic handling devices. The economics of these de- 

vices demanded large through-put and the adage of "the 

bigger the better" became a catch v.-ord. Vfith bigness came 

speed, speed at high temperature demanded more automation 

and only skilled human intervention. As the production capa- 

bility grew, the demand on raw materials increased.  Since 

the local resources were either insufficient or inadequate 

in their property requirements for the higher production rate, 

they were imported from the countries where they were cheaply 

available. On the other hand the Massive increase in the out- 

put flooded the domestic marked and it  became necessary to 

export the steel to keep the nig.': production units operating 
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most of the time. The net result of all this was to 

employ less unskilled labour, depend on non-indigenous 

material and foreign markets and make the plants so 

large that the capital block per ton of steel produced 

increased rapidly. 

India's entry into the steel age during the second 

five year plan was in the midst of the world-wide whirl- 

wind of faster, bigger and more sophisticated technology. 

Despite TISCO and IISCO, India had lost its primordial 

position of the earlier centuries in iron production. 

Our planners were enraptured by the promise of modern 

technology to uplift human life.  If India adopted, the 

postr195C steel technology Kith a pre-1940 feudal social 

system, it was because no one realised that sociological 

factors are important in industrial growth.  It was sin- 

cerely believed that a technologically sophisticated in- 

dustry can economically prosper in a sociologically back- 

ward society, even if the bulk of the people had not even 

seen a simple machine. The Indian Steel Technology did 

use local iron ore, coal and most material except refrac- 

tories and ferro-alloys  It did produce for domestic con- 

sumption and it did employ a larger number of workers per 

unit capital invested than the western countries.  In 

this respect it fulfilled to some extent the criteria of 

appropriate technology. However, it did not maximise cut- 

put per capital invested by adopting and adapting the con- 

cept of Andrew Carnegie of a rested and refreshed worker. 

If such attempts failed, then it may be attributed to the 

ethos, culture and the attitude of the Indian '--orker to- 

wards production work.  In this sense the steal techr.olo-y 

in India may not be appropriate as it ignored the vital re- 

source within the human being which can only be nurtured by 

education, organisation vid discipline. 
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If the steel technology adopted during the early 

years met to some  extent the criteria of appropriate 

technology,  those steel plants which came in subse- 

quently began to deviate more in one major criterion 

i.e. block capital  invested per worker and per unit 

output.     The future trends will   cause still  further de- 

viation  if we continue to use the present technology 

of iron making.     Finally,  our  inability to  expand our 

output by our own technological   innovations and our re- 

liance on foreign experts to  improve and innovate under- 

scores a  chronic problem which is due to our social  and 

administrative attitude as well  as lack of training, 

education,  organisation and discipline in technological 

fields.     These are the opportunity areas that India 

should concentrate on to make the steel technology ap- 

propriate. 
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CHAPTTP. 3 

3.0 STA PUS (F STITCL AS A 3ASIC IIATERIAI, 

3'1 Utility of Steel as an Engineering Material 

Iron,   in the form of steel,   is one of the most widely 

used engineering materials of construction.    The reason for 

this lies not only in the abundance of its  ores  in nature 

and the ease with which it  can ce extracted,  tut  also  in 

its r.echanical and physical properties which make it  possible 

for steel  to be used in a host  of applications to meet the 

complex demands of modern civilization. 

3.1.1 Stiffness 

Among metals iron was a very high value of Young's 

modulus. This value is exceeded only by Tungstun, 

»Molybdenum and Chromium. The value of shear modulus, G, 

lies in the ranfe of 0.35 - 0.41 times the Young's modulus. 

This makes stee. an attractive material for applications 

requiring structural rigidity. 

3.1.2   Strength 

A fundamental property of metals is the yield strength, 

and this  can be further enhanced by alloying,  reduction in 

grain size,   dislocation hardening and precipitation streng- 

thening.     The phase transformation which occurs in steel  can 

also be used  for strengthening.     Strength and touchness are 

conflicting requirements of steels.    The production of fine 

grain size in steel  not only improves the  strength,   but   airo 

enhances its  toughness. 
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3.1.3 Fatigue Strength 

Under dynamic  conditions of loading,  statistics have 

shown that the single largest mode of failure of a com- 

ponent   is by fatigue and her.ce this property  is important. 

For machined members  the fatigue strength of steels   is a 

about  half the tensile strength and increases  linearly up 

to a certain point   and thereafter remains constant.     Un- 

fortunately,   for structures fabricated  from hot-rolled 

materials or those  fabricated by welding,   and hence,   likely 

to contain severe notches,  the fatigue strength remains 

static  at a low level.    Thus for dynamic structures,   full 

use cannot be made of very high strength steels because the 

failure originates  from surface or sub-surface flaws.     There 

is an urgent need to detect the maximum size of surface and 

sub-surface flaws  in machined components  for fatigue failure 
prevention. 

3.1.4 High Temperature Properties 

Creep becomes  important at  temperature of the order of 

0.4 T^ where T    is  the melting point of the metal on the 

absolute scale.    For high temperature use,  therefore,   the 

melting point of the material becomes important.    Steel has 

a fairly high melting point and maintains  its modulus  of 

elasticity up to  its  highest temperature of use of about 

550 C     For gas turbines,   transport engines and vehicles two 

more properties become important.     They are the specific ten- 

sile strength (tensile strength density)   and the specific creen 

strength (creep strength/density).    Eecause of its high den- 

sity,   steel   is at  a disadvantage here ir. comparison to Al and 

Ti on account of their lower specific gravity  and to nickel 

on account of the higher creep strength of its alloys. 

3.1.5 'voidability 

The mode of fabrication by riveting has now been  super- 

seded by welding,   but  has brought  many new problems  in  its 
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wake.    As  it is a high temperature fabrication method, 

most often using consumables to fill the  joint,   it may- 

create not  only the problems  of defects  in the weld metal, 

but  also of lower toughness  of the low temperature trans- 

formation structures  in the heat affected zone.     Consider- 

able work has been carried out  in the establishment  of 

carbon equivalent as a measure of weldability,  but many 

problems remain to be solved.     Current research is aimed 

at understanding the various factors which effect the 

weldability of steels. 

3•1 «6 Corrosion Resistance 

Corrosion protection can be given to steel by painting, 

galvanizing,  electroplating,   etc.    The introduction of 

weathering steels of the Cortón type gives adequate protec- 

tion against corrosion for use of steels in exposed con- 

ditions. 

Stainless st--els contain chromium,  nickel and molybdenum 

and have superb corrosion resistance.    These steels are used 

as turbine blade material,  in the fabrication of chemical 

and pressure vessels,  and in nuclear industry.    In India, 

they are very popular for household utensil making.    Stain- 

less steel  is also used as an architectural material.     Recently 

coloured stainless st'iel has been used extensively for archi- 

tectural purposes. 

3.1.7 Magnetic Properties 

Iron and steel occupy a unique position both as a soft 

and a hard magnetic material.     The principal  soft magnetic 

materials are non-oriented,   silicon and non-silicon steel 

and cold rolled grain oriented silicon steel.    Superior mag- 

netic properties are offered by Alnico and a rare earth fsrilv 

of magnets. 
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3.2 Materials that Compete with Steel 

It has already been pointed out that for high temperature 

applications nickel and cobalt-base super alloys replace steel 

above about 600°C.    However,  it is from plastics,  ooncrete, 

aluminium and titanium that steel faces its greatest challenge. 

3.2.1 Plastioa 

The chief attractive properties of plastics are their 

corrosion resistance,  attractive colours and formation into various 

shapes by injection moulding.    This is testified by their increasing 

use in automobiles, containers, etc.    Steel will be meeting, in 

future, greater competition from plastics and composite materials 

like glass-epoxy etc.    The latter have superior specific strength 

properties besides corrosion resistance. 

3.2.2 Concrete 

In high multi-story buildings stesi has yielded place to 

reinforced concrete columns since dead weight is no problem. 

Further,  a steel structure would need fire protection also.   It has 

been shown that the specific strength of steal is about five times 

that of reinforced concrete in compression.    Considering the strength 

to oost ratio, however,  a steel column would be twice as expensive 

as a ooncrete column for the same load carrying capacity.   Por this 

reason reinforced ooncrete scores heavily over steel for short span 

bridges.    For long span bridges it is important to keep dead weight 

as low as possible and, therefore, steel emerges as the material of 

choice for construction on account of its superior strength to 

weight ratio. 

__a_ 
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Por exposed structures the problem of corrosion 

remains in reinforced concrete on account of the pre- 

sence of cracks in the concrete.     It is  completely elimi- 

nated in pre-stressed concrete on account of the com- 

pressive force of the reinforcing members.    It  is hoped 

that with the introduction of weathering steels  the cor- 

rosion problem of an exposed steel structure pnd its 

maintenance will be greatly  eased,   if not  entirely solved. 

3.2.2 Aluminium 

Aluminium is partly replacing steel   in the field  of 

transport and containers.     In automobile industry too  it is 

replacing the cast  iron engine block and brake drums  and 

other steel  fixtures.    This   trend  is bound to continue as 

petrol prices continue to escalate.    In the field of tin- 

coated  containers for food stuffs,   aluminium is making a 

strong attempt to replace  steel.     However,  higher strength 

steels are becoming available in the thinner gauges.    With 

the replacement of the hot-dip coating technique by elec- 

trotinning resulting in a thinner and more uniform tin 

coating and the introduction of tin-free steels,   the re- 

sulting economies may be sufficiently great for steel   to 

maintain its position in the container industry. 

3«3 Materials that  can be Replaced by Steel 

Steel has been replacing wood in furniture in hones 

and offices.     It has also replaced window frames in large 

buildings.    In our country,   brass  household utensils have 

been replaced by aluminium and stainless vessels.    With the 

increased standard of living  it can be foreseen that  stain- 

less vessels will replace aluminium vessels in homes.     Before 

this can happen,  the industry will  have to  îrnrcve the  thermal 

conductivity of steel  cooking vessels by coating the under- 

side with copper or making use of mild steel cladded on both 

sides with stainless  sheets   in the manufacture of oookinr 

vessels. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4.0 PRESENT ANT3 FUTURS DEMAND FOR STEEL 

4«1 Per Capita Consumption 

The per capita consumption of steel, is an indication 

of the economic prosperity of the country,    '-/hile Japan 

leads the world with about 800 kg. of steel per capita, "e 

are placed  22nd in the list with a meagre 14 kg.    Brazil 

which is often compared with India has 94 kg.   per capita 

consumption.     Iran and Korea have 90 kg.  each,   China 75 kg., 

and even Egypt 22 kg.    Steel is an essential  raw material 

for economic and industrial growth.    This demands an  in- 

crease of the steel   consumption in the  country. 

4. 2 Fluctuations  in Demand 

Short-term and long-term fluctuations in demand  are a 

common feature of any market.    Variations in  steel  demand 

in India were more  frequent and pronounced in  the period 

1967 - 76 than in the earlier period I951 - 60,  reflecting 

the structural  changes taking place in the Indian economy. 

There are various reasons  for rfnort-term  fluctuations 

in steel demand and consumption. 

1.    The level  of output in the individual sectors 
of the economy where steel  is  a major input. 

?.    The attitude of the users and stockists to- 
wards steel prices and supplies. 

3.    The impact,  of economic factors ••.,hich determine 
the level   of steel consumption and the industrial 
climate  in general. 

The long term  trends  in steel consumption are princi- 

pally determined by the level  of economic development ani 

- ••»- 
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by the  structure of economy.     3oth steel   consumption 

and gross domestic product   continue to rise when the 

economy has reached a  stage  of industrial  maturity, 

or   'take-off*,   even though short term variations  in 

the steel use and overall  economic activity occur 

periodically. 

4*3 Current  Der-and and Sixth Plan Requirement 

According to recent estimates,   the domestic demand 

in  1977 - 78 was about  7.0 1*7 of finished  steel  which 

is   expected to rise to about  7.75 million tons  in 7p - 79 

corresponding to about   10 IT of crude steel.    As  against 

this,   the production  from integrated steel  plants   is 

expected to be about  9.965 !'? of crude steel  in  I97R - 79. 

Accordingly a ste«l  target  of 9.9 ;:T fes been fixed for 

the  current year,    ^or an  indication of present  demand 

for steel in India,   T?.ble 4.1   lists the sectorwise sales 

for  the  financial year  19"6  -  77 as  compiled bv ,T?r. 

It   t.ikes  into account  the sales of all the major steel pro- 

ducers   in the country.     Sector-wise sales  for different 

finished and semi-finished products  have also beer, shc-'n  in 

the table. 

The Steering -"roup  for Steel set-up by tine Plnnnirg 

BORITI issi on has,   in a recent  stuiy,  projected the  following 

demand and availability figures for the sixth plan period. 

Category-wise details are given in Table 4-3, 

Table 4-2 

1 ear Demand 
*.'m 

I97R _ 7} 

I97? - 80 
19pC - 31 
1981 - 8? 
1?82 - P3 
I9P" -. £p 

7.6l 

9. l;; 

IT .03 
11. C r 
Is. 91 

expected Av* il-Osi lit" 

8 ?4 

10.-- 
11./!? 
1P.94 
17 ii 
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Tfflo 
JUIN PRODUCERS SECTORHISE SALES PDR PIO IRON AITO STEEL MATERIAL DURINO 1976 - "W77 

Thouaánda of tonnea ', 
3roups S   ¿anis      l Scili 6 Si y 1 otrus-    i 38ÏS  &     } Fletes t   áheets    í Slcelp/HR; j To til 

•                 « lioterl ci«      ! tarais    I "ods       l 1                 9 Coil          I jtcel 
jtccl ¿ Ceci 12;..5 8.7 34.4 32.5 53.2 16.2 9.3 281.8 
30Î21-.C0 •   0.1   • 0.2 7.6 23.1 ir. 5 13.3 0.1 61.9 
HE Power 13.5 2.9 9-,. i 34.2 24.3 2.6 176.0 
Other Oov-t. Dapte. 0,1 0.7 lO.O E0.4 •   11.7 3.6 76.5 
Hlv. Waçon Builder« S.8 169,8 43.9 24.5 111.5 25.7 3.3 367.5 
.":rts C> Shipmenta O.S O.S 2.9 8.0 15.0 0.4 27.3 
F £ T - - 3,2 6.6 0.2 0.1 9.2 19.3 
Più 0.7 0.3 14.5 64.2 14.7 4,6 119.0 
Major Publio Seotor O.i "    0.2 2«. 4.4 33.4 8.1 70.0 

43.0 
Bright Bara Hfra. 2.6 - 0.6 35.0 l.C 0.8 
Il.-ct. Mfgre. O.i 0.1 O.E C.4 1.1 15.3 13.C 
-lo-rollorj SOS. 7 2.0 6.4 66.0 3.8 4.7 2.4 611.0 
Jutc ;.'irs. <0.2 - 1.4 3.1 25.1 12.3 685.0 767,1 
¿.'ire Srs'.ring 23.0 0.3 3.7 180.6 2.3 20.2 0.9 231.0 
Cc-.cp.t/Jil/7extilo 0.9 0.1 16.7 20.1 24.8 33.3 95.9 
^sic .'.tìl 21.3 - 1.4 3.6 3.6 3.2 2.9 34.8 
Main fabrioatora 1.4 .   0.2 Z? ' T.i 20.0 8.7 4.6 74,; 
«uto ::îcrs. 
"ur-.ltura ."siseri 

1.4 0.1 5.1 
0.5 

4.7 21.8 
5.4 

18,4 
28.7 

3.4 
1.4 

54.9 
36.0 jrur. f. :crrel - - 0.8 O.B 1.3 S1.7 0.4 E5.0 'aetener Inda 11.6 - 0.1 8.0 0.1 0.5 1.3 21,6 ..ni tif.urp;jc ¿Ä.7 1.8 39,7 40.1 33,9 si.e 10. i 266.1 

Toundry 7.7 0.1 3.2 1.6 4.4 2.9 0.3 20.1 ."ouïe luiltieri - - 1.8 8.6 0.4 1.5 12.0 
^•rpsrctic:-, ::iloi 2.6 - 11.6 34.6 22.1 4.3 0.2 75.4 
BSEC/Affo 0.1 - 36.2 16.6 23.9 34.4 O.S 113,8 isc, 0.1 • 0.3 1.0 0.2 0.3 1.0 2.9 
Tritìi 

V-clssiified 
192.7 

50.1 
3.8 

4.2 
Ï25.B 

83. S 
165.8 

160.5 
35.0 

37.7 
297.4 

£7.8 
29.4 

9.7 
999.9 

443.6 

TOTAL   i 1137.0 196.0 712.0 1049.0 604.0 723.0 776.0 S196.U 

liete r r-.ii «eludei 1 itles of 1. Tubei £4,000 

¿. Tin Fi etcì 53,000 

3. ?./?. (Defectiva) 200,000 

4. Other Oofective 164,000 

S. Jther :iic. Ítem - 40,0:o 

1 Ul.OOO 
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4.4 Special   Characteristics of the  Indian Steel  Market 

Certain features of the  Indian econorr.y have directly- 

influenced the pattern and level  of steel consumption. 

Of the total 7-5 i'T finished steel produced during; I977 - 78, 

about 4.5 ;.IT were non-flat products which find their major 

application in construction activities,  whereas about  3.0 MT 

were flat products which go to  the manufacturere of indus- 

trial goods.    Thus about 6(f of the steel produced is in 

the form of non-flat products.     As the country advances in- 

dustrially the share of non-flat products should cone down 

progressively whereas the share of flat products should be- 

come larger and larger.     Another special feature is  that the 

major buyer of steel  in India  is the  organised sector, while 

steel  has penetrated the consumer-oriented industries to a 

United extent. 

Yet another characteristic is that the distributive 

pattern of actual off-take of steel is highly skewed, as 

shown below. 

customers 

Top 100 
Top 200 
Top 500 
Ton 900 

T-»ble 4-4 

r¡. of total off-take 

33 
50 
66 
75 

In addition to the above,   the geographic concentration 

of steel  users  is another aspoct.    Nearly ñCf of the total 

hone sales 4.45 I-iT from SAIL plants during I977 - li-C is 

accounted by 10 centres.     In fact the  four metropolitan cen- 

tres,   3ornba.y,   Calcutta,   Delhi and Madras account for 40;' of 

total  consumption. 
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4.5 Rural Consumption 

One way to increase the per capita consumption of 

steel is to increase the consumption in the rural areas 

where 80*;' of our population live. To enhance the pur- 

chasing power of the rural masses, massive development 

of the infra-structure including rural energy and aids 

to rural production, storage, marketing and transport, 

decentralised small and oottage industries have to he 

taken up. 

Steel usage  in rural areas  can be  classified in 

terms of the "basic needs of the people.     Por shelter,   energy, 

tools and  implements, water for drinking and hygiene,   irri- 

gation,   transportation,  household applications and grain 

storage,   etc.   are other areas where careful review of 

material  selection would enhance the utilisation of steel. 

The cyclone-prone areas of the east  coast would be bene- 

fited if a massive program of pre-fabricated steel struc- 

tures could be constructed.    Biogas plants which' are just 

catching up,   and utilisation of solar and wind  energies 

would require steel and the consumption would go up if 

these programs are taken up on a priority basis;    ','ater 

management  and irrigation is another area where massive 

criant it ies  of steel  nan be pumped into the rural areas. 

leçardinr transportation,   considerable  efforts  are being 

directed towards modernisation of bullock carts.    There are 

nearly 13 million carts plying on the roads of rural  India. 

These are linked up with the speedy development  of the agro- 

based industries and small scale  industries  in the rural 

sector which  in turn vili  stimulate the demand for various 

types of machiner;/1 and equipment  and in  turn,   improve the 

off-take of steel  through the enhanced purchasing power of 

the rural people. 
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4.6     Influence of Appropriate Technology on Future demand 
Pattern of Steel  

So far the iron and steel industry has taken the 

domestic market for granted and no special efforts have 

been made to create and build up the market for steel or 

to extend the uses of steel. Pictorial publications, in- 

formation letters and other technical guidance material for 

¡the general use of all steel consumers and the engineering 

profession and specially written and designed material vili 

have to be produced in local languages for the rural popu- 

lation to inform and educate them in the uses of steel. 

Exhibitions and films may be shown relating to agricultural 

and rural uses of steel, such an rural houses, farm buil- 

dings and barns, storage bins and sites, agricultural tools, 

implements, pumps, etc. 

A group of experts of the Steel Authority of India (SAIL) 

has identified about 50 items of rural use which can be made 

from iron and steel. The items include 11 for farming, 3 for 

blacksmithy, 10 for carpentry and woodworking, 4 for masonry, 

4 for cobblers, 3 for village transport, 8 for different 

service facilities, steel bins and silos for grain storage. 

To promote the use of steel in the rural sector, the 

Steel Authority had appointed f-'o groups - the production 

group and the marketing and distribution group. The produc- 

tion group was asked to look into designs, items to be manu- 

factured, facilities required and the man-power to be trained. 

The marketing group was asked to identify products to be used 

in the rural areas. The production group has suggested that 

on a pilot basis A  areas should be chosen where workshops are 

to be developed for the promotion of rural use of steel.  In 

each area there will be village and bio• level workshops to 
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cater to Á group of villages and a group of blocks 

respectively. 

The nucleus for the  marketing effort will  be the 

local  entrepreneur who will be selected mainly  on the 

criterion of his suitability.    The steel  personnel will 

provide the marketing leadership required for  customer 

services.    After six months,  vhen experience   is gained 

from these pilot \</orkshops,  they would  spread  to other 

districts. 

It has been estimated that  non-recurring  investment 

in  each area vili  be Rs.   4 lakhs and recurring expendi- 

ture Hs. 45|000.    The turnover from each area will be 

RB.   20 to 25 lakhs. 

The marketing group's report has also suggested that 

rural marketing of steel   should be linked to  the inte- 

grated rural development  program.    It h~s been  estimated 

that  while a village workshop will provide employment 

opportunity for 10 persons,  the block workshop will   en- 

ploy   20. 

The SAIL group has  also suggested a survey on tho exis- 

ting agro-industry units   to assess their capacity.     The new 

items for the farmer suggested by the group  include a steel 

plough,  a seed drill,   a chaff cutter,   a rice weeder,   a hard 

wheel hoe,   a potato and ground-water digger.     These  could 

be manufactured in th? rural workshops. 

A suggestion for an advisory body  consisting of the rep- 

resentatives of the main  producers to formulate policies, 

evolva a plan of action  ?.nd coordinate the activities  of the 

steel  companies pro r-o ting rural use of steel,   has also been 

made by the group on marketing. 
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The group on production has  observed that -••hat- 

ever products the steel plants might  rnanufacture should 

fit  into a decentralised system.     The transfer of tech- 

nology to the villages should be horizontal  in place of 

the present  trend of vertical expansion.    Under the scheme 

of rural use of steel  local landless  labour are to be 

employed and no village craftsman's occupation should be 

displaced.     Villagers and their  local  organisations would 
have to be  involved. 

If the scheme  is successful,   it  is  estimated it would 

increase demand for steel by half a million to one r-illion 

tons,  particularly of flat products where production sur- 

pluses in the existing steel plants is  expected to in- 
crease in the next  few years. 

Ü 
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CHAPTER 5 « 

5.0      FACTORS FOR COTSIDEREH APPOPPIATE STEEL T^CIHIOLOW 

The conditions and guidelines defined at the end 

of chapter 1, will again be referred to in this chap- 

ter, to elucidate the role of the various factors which 

have decided the course of tho steel technology to date 

and how they fall into the classification of appropriate 

technology. 

5'1      Capital 

The steel industry is one of the most  capital- 

intensive sectors.    The capital block per ton of steel 

produced has risen over the past two decades from a 

level of Rs. 1,720'/ ton for Bhilai to  5100¿t for Bokaro 

and Rs 6,420/- per ton in proposed V.S.P.  plants.    The 

table below shows the progressive increase of capital 

block. 

Table 5 

Plant 

R.S.P. 
B.S.P. 
D.S.P. 
B.S•L. 
V.S.P. 

Year of Commiseiomng 
1st unit/l-st unit 

I958/I96I 
I958/196I 
I959/196? 
1964/1968 
ProDosed 

Cnpital bloc« per ton 
of steel îrurot 

Rs 
?060/t 
1720/t 
1790/t 
5IC0/+ 
64?-''t 

The capital block -per  employee al30 increased with 

tine.  The table overleaf shows the capital ir.vestrer.t 

per enrlovee. 
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T^ble S - 2 

No. of employees Capital investment per 
employee (ppprox.) 

B.S.P. 50,COO Rs. 34,000 
îî.S.P. 35,000 5s. 60,000 
D.S.P. 31,000 Rs. 60,000 
3.S.L. 22,000 

(excl.  construction) 
Hs. 3,70,000 

V.S.P. 20,250 Rs. 50,000 
(Proposed) 

The turnover to capital invested also decreased in 

time. The turnover to capital ration in TIS CO was 0.63 

in 1971 - 72 compared to O.58 in KSL as a whole during 

the sane period.  The proposed Vishkapattanam Plant vili 

have a ratio of 0.2 only. These figures she-' that there 

is a steady decrease of output to investment despite the 

introduction of mor'» modern technology. 

It may be concluded that from the viewpoint of capital 

per man employed as well as capital to output ratio that 

the present steel technology as a whole cannot be considered 

appropriate for the developing nations. This may be eluci- 

dated as follows.  The average annual income per worker in 

the steel plant is around ?.s.   1C,C00/-, --»hereas the average 

capital per employee is 3,70,000 in the case of 3okaro.  Ir. 

the developed countries those two stand in the ratio of 1.1. 

This implies that in the developed countries it takes a 

one-man-year of savings to create one work place.  In cane 

of Boknro it will take 37 man-years to create one work place 

to employ another man.  If this capitsl is to be generated 

from the internal resources generaci from the workers' 

savings, then it will take one employets savings for ^  roar 

if all of his income is invested. Thus with this hi-h 

capital to employee ration, the steel industry will be for 

- -*- 
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ever dependent on external financial resource for 

further growth. 

The following table shovs the various capita1 intensive 

centres in the steel production flow diagram for the inte- 

grated steel plant. 

Table 5 - 3 

[ 

Production sta^e of total  caoital Share in Is./ton 
invested ,' is.  6000,'t  total block) 

< 

Iron making 20 1200 
Steel  Making 15 900 
Processing 30 1800 
(Rolling Hills) 
Supporting Services* 35 2100 

#The supporting services are*a 

a) Emergency power plant 

b) Oxygen plant 

c) Water treatment plant 

d) Machine shop and structural shop 

e) Foundry and Forge Shop 

f) Refractory Material Plant 

g) Internal transportation in the steel plant 

h) Township 

The major reason for the high capital block for an inte- 

grated steel plant if? the investment required for the captive 

supporting services. It may be possible to discerne the bul> 

of the investment required for the supporting services by 

allowing satellite and an^i'l^ry industries t- be er+abl islied 

around the main integrated steel plant. T+ m-1-'- be "ossible to 

ad-:it less capital-intensive technologies for some of these 
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ancillaries such as machine shops,  structural  shops, 

foundry,   forge shops and refractories plants.     Host 

of these facilities were established during the years 

when sufficient   expertise and capital vas not  available 

in the private sector.    ?or the future integrated steel 

plants,   it may be possible to exclude some of these 

services from the steel plant and introduce less  capital- 

intensive technologies which employ more  labour. 

5-2 Raw Material  and  Iron Hakig? 

The bl-st  furnace process  (3P)  is currently the 

predominant  iron making process accounting for over 

97f of the iron produced in the world.    Modern 3^ tech- 

nology has a low fuel consumption of about  500 kg.  coke 

with oil injection,  using the top gas mainly for blast 

preheating and generation of power for running the fur- 

nace and its associated agglomeration plant and  coke 

works.    The total   energy consumption of 3? is about 

4 G.  cal ./tons  liquid iron.     The principal requirement 

for an efficient  blast furnace technology are: 

a) Need for agglomerated ore. 

b) îteed for mechanically strong coke. 

The cost of agglomeration as well as the cost of coke 

have risen rapidly m the recent past and have thrown open 

the field for an alternate process route. It may be noted 

that the BP route enjoyed its biggest growth and success 

when cheap coking coals were abundant and energy costs were 

low. This enabled an economic operation of coke ovens and 

permitted extensive burden preparation at   lo--- cost. 

It is no- generally accepted that for optimal  operation 
of 3? the pre-requisites are: 

a) Irrge unit size 

b) Nearly 70 - 8Cy' agglomerated (Sinter/Pellet)  or« 

- •*- 
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e)    High quality coke,   with minimum of ash 

d) Extensive raw raterial preparation and sizing 
to minimise physical  and  chemical   fluctuations 
in practice. 

e) Auxiliary fuel injection 

Most of the above factors have been difficult to ful- 

fill,   especially in developing countries like India, with 

the locally available raw materials.    Optimal 3F operations 

have been attained in Japan with fully imported raw materials; 

in Germany,  USSR and to a limited extent  in USA.    However, 

even in these countries,  the operations are subject to 

growing strains due to: 

a) Increasing freight costs;  a direct result of the 
energy crisis). 

b) Escalation in raw material  cost,   especially coking 
coals. 

c) Uncertainty in market conditions. 

5*2.1 Specific Factors of Relevance to  Indian Conditions 

The 3? process under Indian conditions  is subject to 

extreme constraints.     The major factors are: 

i)    Poor quality of coking coal  (coke ash is 
currently averaging 25^ in the plants, which 
has a crippling effect   on productivity and 
operations. 

ii)    High A1203 content of ores which very adversely 
affects the slag regime  in the furnaces. 

iii)    Poor quality of flux, 

iv)     Limited availability of coking coal 

The BF practice in the country-is consequently caught 

in a vicious circle of high coke rate and low productivity 

besides producting poor quality hot metal for steelnaking. 

Several remedies have been suggested from tine to tine in- 
cluding: 

i;    benefication of rav- materials:     iron ore and flux 

ii)     -/ashing of coal 

_-_a» 
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iii) Better ra" raterial preparation and use of a 
high percentage of agglomerates in the burden. 

iv) Auxiliary fuel injection. 

v) Adoption of modern technology like high top 
pressure operation, high blast temp., bigger 3? 
etc. 

vi) S'able operation of furnace. 

However, a stage has been reached where the gap in the 

best performance of BP in India and the advanced countries 

is widening year after year.  In India the coke rate is in 

the range of ?00 - 1,000 kg./THM -and the best productivity 

is about 1.3 tons/m /day as compared to 450 kg/T!IM and 

2.3 - 2.5 tons/n /day in J^pan. Hence, there is an in- 

centive to develop and adapt, an "appropriate technology" 

in view of the techno—economics of furnace operation, the 

high investment for B? complex, which is of the order of 

Rs. 800 - 1,000/annual ton of hot metal and the depletion 

of coking coal deposits in India.  It may again be empha- 

sised that the extra cost of agglomeration ('is. fiO/THi:) 

also adds to the incentive of developing better and ap- 

propriate technology for iron raking in India, including 

the technologies of burden preparation and coke making. 

5.2.2    Pelletir-ation of Ore ?ines 

Agglomeration of iron ore fines is an established 

technology in the world today. The most sought out ag- 

glomeration processes are sintering and pelletisation. 

Whereas sintering is a process which has been established 

for long, 'the process of pelletisation has been gaining 

momentum in the last tvo decades. Uss of agglomerated 

burden in iron making is a '-'ell established practice and 

in this field sinter plays a dominant role in advanced 

countries like USSR, Japan etc. Pellets on the other hand 
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have found their way mainly in USA to a large extent 

pelletisation of iron ore fines is attracting the atten- 

tion of metallurgists for further development. 

During mechanised mining of iron ore about 40 to 

50Tf of fines is generated, most of which can be sucess- 

fully used in sintering. However, the super fines (-1 mm. 

fraction) can be used successfully only in pelletisation. 

Apart from this, India is endowed with large deposits of 

blue dust which is high grade ore fines and which cannot 

be used m the sintering process. Hence, the technology 

of pelletisation is necessary from the view of utilisation 

of national resources. 

The conventional process used for pelletisation ¿s to 

manufacture heat hardened pellets,  in India, there are only 

two plants under private sector which together make about 

1.5 million tons of heat hardened pellets. One of then, 

namely the TISCO plant, uses the pellets for its own Iren 

and Steel Plant at Jamahedrur, whereas the other belonging 

to M/s Chowgule and Co. is exporting the same mainly to 

Japan. The use of any agglomerated burden in blast fur- 

nace will have to be techno-economically feasible for sus- 

tained operation of the -urnace with this type of agglo- 

merated burden. Whereas sinter as an agglomerated burden 

has established itself in this country, pellets have yet to 

find its way in iron making in the majority of thr blast 

furnaces.  The main reason for not using pellets in blast 

furnaces in India is the high cost of pellets. The re- 

action in coke rate and increase in production obtained by 

the use of pellets in blast furnaces do not offset the in- 

creased cost of hot metal «ith the present cost structure of 

various raw materials input in the pel Letisaticr. as veil 

as blast furnace. Moreover, firing of pellets for h-t 

hardening of the same, necessitates the u.e nf a s„rce RRd 

costly and imported commodity like oil. 

___2» 
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Estimate of the effect of the use of oxide pellets 

on the production,   coke rate and hot  metal cost,  based on 

a cost of coke of Rs.270 per ton for  2,000 m3 furnace is 

given below: 

Table 5 -  & 

f> of oxide pellet •Oaily production Co<e nte Cost of hot 
in the burden t/day k^./THü ~etal Rs. /THI-Ï 

0 1,7?0 89e. S/Î0 
?0 1,800 Kr ^-0 i 
40 2,000 7"-0 5S6 
6C 2,200 "MO 562 
80 2,540 705 S63 

100 2,680 685 ^74 

i 

The table sho"s very clearly that despite the decrease 

in thé coke rate by use of pellets the cost of hot netal   in- 

creases and n-  economic benefit  is  realised by the use of 

pellets  in blast  furnace under Indian  conditions. 

Efforts have been nade for manufacture and use of fluxed 

pellets  (Ca0/Si02 1.3).     The effect  of their use on the pro- 

duction coke rate and  cost of hot metal  is shcvn belo-,- and  in 

this  case the cost  increases. 

f Fluxed pellets 
in the burden 

0 
20 
40 
60 
8C 

100 

Daily Production Coke rite Cost of hot metal • 
t/day Y..T '?"J;.' '?R >'"?'.:.•'. 1 

Í 

l.^'iO 1?C i)?  r, 
1,8?C OOf * ^0.0 
?, 000 .'""^ --I.e. 
2,270 -10 ^A.O 
2,600 '".C^.Q -^.0 
?,r00 7A0.0 55^.0 
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The capital cost of a pelletisation plant will de- 

pend on the process, raw material characteristics and 

plant capacity. The capital investment for a two 

million ton pelletising plant is 515 million rupees. 

The cost is reduced by use of larger units and reduction 

is primarily due to reduction in labour costs. The capi- 

tal investment increases when fluxed pellets are produced. 

The capital cost "ill be less if the plant is located in 

a place where the required infrastructure facilities are 

available. An idea of capital is shovm below. 

Table 5-6 

Among the other methods for pelletisation of iron ore 

fines, the process of cold bonded pelletisation of ore fines 

is becoming more and more important.  This process "hich is 

beine exploited commercially in countries like Sweden is 

characterised by low investment cost, better flexibility in 

the raw materials and lower cost of pellets. Such a process 

may be appropriate under Indian conditions and development 

of this process to the staile of comercial ipnt i on '-'ill ulti- 

mately brighten the prospect of pelletisation and  th • use of 

pellets in this countrv. 
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5.2.3 Fuels 

As one of the key rav* materials for the production 

of steel,   coking; coal reserves are found only in a 

few places around the world.     The present   steel technology 

is consuming the non-renewable. resource at   a rate that 

poses a severe threat to the developing countries like 

India,    ¡'any technologies have been developed to reduce 

the consumption or totally  eliminate the use of the 

choking coal. 

?or the  "odern Blast Pur^nce,  a combination of tech- 

nologies have been developed for lowering the coke con- 

sumption.    The  injection of oil,   natural  gas and tar or 

pitch through tuyeres is attractive since  the equipment 

needeH for injection is simple and not, so   costly.    In the 

world as a '--hole,   8CT' of the pig iron is produced with 

some form of  injection of fuel.    Oil or natural gas injec- 

tion only partially meets  our requirement   of appropriate 

technology in that  it  is still  a non renewable resource. 

Only in countries such as USSR where natural gas is abun- 

dant does it become appropriate.     Injection of tar and 

pitch which are generated internally in the steel works   fit 

in well as appropriate technology for India.    To this cou]d 

be added the  technology of pulverized coal   slurry injection 

through tuyeres which is successfully used   in ITCA,   China 

and on an experimental basis   in unSiî.    ".o'-r^ver,   the equip- 

ment for a coal  slurry injection is expensive and compli- 

cated and the  coal should be of low ash content,   the availa- 

bility of which is united  in India. 

An appropriate blast  furnace technology to reduce the 

consumption of coking coal   can be selected by a contina tien 

of thn various  innovations   that  have taken  place over th« 

rjast  10-1" ."ears  and "hion   is  <-iven in  Table  5 - 7« 

_-_a- 
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Charcoal based blast  furnace iron making is a "ell 

estab'ished  technology and   is  currently  producing 4 "lillion 

tons of iron in several developing countries  like Argen- 

tina,  3razil,   lialaysia and Thailand,    '-"nere  forest resources 

are abundant or '-'here it  can be developed,   this technology 

can be appropriate to develop  foundry and steel  industry. 

Brazil has  onted  for this  route  and is  putting un a major 

steel  complex based on a charcoal blast   furnace attached to 

a larger forest development  scheme.    In  India the 3hadra"ati 

Iron Works '-'as  operating on charcoal blast  furance even after 

independence. 

Use of lc-' ^rade coal  or soft coke,   when available  locally, 

could be an alterna+ive to produce pig iron.     Snail ar.d   low 

shaft furnaces require low capita'   investment and are  suited 

to  snail markets.     In developing countries most of the  small 

furnaces are using charcoal.     In China coal  or low grade coke 

are used.     Mot  much information is available for techno- 

economic analysis of these furnaces. 

Another development  of appropriate technology for re- 

ducing consumption of coking coal consists  of blending of 

charges,  grain size adjustment  of coal  fines,   oiling etc. 

In  some cases this technology allocs the blending of non-coking 

coal to some extent.    Based on the blending of coals,   the tech- 

nolofl"/ of ore-heat i r\r of  coal   fines allows use of uc  to non- 

coking coal   in  the charge.     In order to  prevent  environmental 

pollution ••'ith this technology,   sophisticated  and expensive 

equipment is required which is difficult  to  install in existing 

coke ovens. 

For conserving energy and reducing coke  loss as coke brees0, 

the  dry quenching orocecsing for red  hot   co<e  developed   in I;?'""-.-! 

and  Europe promir.es to reduce  riolte consumption.    ^h">s  tech- 

nology also  decreases ~a~t  of the  env'-ron'-enta.!  problem  of col:e 

ovens. 
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TV-ble 5-7 

Fundamental requirements 

(a) Careful preparation and charge of raw materials 
(hirh strength coke,   controlled ore size,   mimmal 
povder,  adequa-e distribution of charges  in the 
furnace,   etc 

(b) Skilled 3P operation technique 

(c) Well established maintenance system 

(d) Appropriate furnace design and set up 

, Coke rate Technology Application "ffect on coke rate 

|    ner ton 
!    'of Sii 
i 

i 

I 

Ì           Kg« 
700 Sinter and/or 

pellet charga 
up to lOCf' 5 to i? ke/iof 

substitution 

6on 31"St control 

(a)    high temp, 
blast 

up to   1,"».00° 10  to  20  kg/lOO°G 
increase 

(b)    humidity 
adjust 

(c)    oxygen enrich       up to ¿Í, r* 

520 Fuel injection 
through tuyere 

450  High pressure 
operation 

4)0  Pre-reduoed 
ore addition 

400  Stnek gas 
injection 

Make oil injection 
possible 

up to 120 kg   10 to 15 kg/10"^ 
injection 

'    2 10 to 17 kg/l kg/cm' up to ? kg/cm 
increase 

up to ?&' 30 kg,'10e ¡:.?e addition 
(M.Fe/T.Fe) 

Pilot pl.-int stage 
(Coke rate may drop to 250 kg orso) 

?c0 - ÌC0 

Ch*rt  2.    Technologies v.'hich lead to the reduction of cok<? rat* in 
blast furnaces 

•"oes not  necessarily  indicate the order <:-f technologies +o b» 
applied;   in most  cases a combination of sever"..!  technologies 
is used 

i_^ta 
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The briquette blending coking process,  where a fix- 

ture of  coal  fines and  coal  briquette is coked  in con- 

ventional  coke ovens,' allows a reduction in coking c^al 

of up to   }0^ .    The additional  capital  investment  required 

consists of only a briquetting,equipment.    This  is another 

appropriate technology which will  find wide applications 

in existing coke producing plants. 

A forced coke process might solve the problems of 

scarce and unevenly distributed coking coals and environ- 

mental pollution.     Despite m=>ny successful  large scale 

trials,   the wide scale adoption of this process  requires 

technological  development  of carbonisation furnaces ani 

large scale hot  forming machines "ith a long life,   availa- 

bility or development  of binding additions,   development of 

3? operation technology best  suited for formed  coke and 

improvement  of formed coke characteristics,  best suited 

for BF operation.    Another major impediment to  the rapid 

adoption of this technology is the  espita'   investment  in 

the existing coke ovens which have a long life  (?0 -  30 

years)  and the energy balance of the steel plant which de- 

pends  largely on the coke oven gas. 

5-?.4 Conversion and Processing of Steel 

The technology of conversion of nig iron to steel has 

been dynamically changing over the past one and a quarter 

century.     The present technology of pneumatic oxygen steel- 

making;   the  LD and the  more recent  Bottom ßlown Oxygen 

Process   (3^0p)f   h-s  displaced OH which retniired an external 

fuel  supply and which poned more severp environmental  rela- 

tion problems,     "'he pneumatic  procer.?,   on the  other hani     i* 

more automated and  therefore  employs   fewer peonie  oer caoit* 

invested. 
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Since these  troceases are dependent  on ^l^it  ^.rr.ace 

hot  metal,   the selection and operating technology of these 

steel making plants do affect  to some extent the choice of 

ra" material and fuel  consumption.    The B3CP permits more 

flexible blast  furnace  operation  in terms?  of the quality 

of metal   (sulfur,   silicon,  phosphorus and temperature) 

thrn the LD.    This can permit  a 3F practice which can pro- 

duce more hot metal  in the existing installation with re- 

duction in coke rate. 

The recovery  of the rich  off gas  from the  330P  is 

easier.     It cpn be used to reduce the consumption of 

fuel oil.     A future innovation of the bottom blo'-n pro- 

cess  is not hard to contemplate,   wherein hot metal may 

be continuously refined to steel by injecting coal  and   iron 

powder into liquid metal  to (l)   increase output of steel 

in the existing plants,   (?) use the more abundant  iron ore 

fines and coal dust,   (3)  generate sufficient high calorific 

value off gas to  replace to a large extent  fuel oil  in the 

steel plant. 

Por the integrated steel  plants,   the advent of the bot- 

tom blown oxygen technology takes us a few : teps closer to 

our definition of appropriate technology than the L1) procens. 

The 330P requires   10r' less capital,  has the ability to  in- 

crease the output  per capital   invested,   is an easier tech- 

nology,   requires   less ra^ material such as burnt  lime,   is 

easy for environmental  control  and reduces the strain on 

fuel and other resources at the blast  furnace.    Further deve- 

lopment  in this process may well  reduce the capital  to  output 

ratio. 

Technology development for processing 0 ' liquid steel 

into semi-finished  product" has  led to t'--o  eternate routes, 

^rom capital  invertment to the output  ratio aspect,   the 

- -fc- 
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continuous casting route is cheaper than the con- 

ventional ingot casting-blocr-iir.g mill route, for the 

production of small tonnages of flat and non-flat pro- 

ducts.  As the size of the plant increases and approaches 

?.5 million tons per-year, this advantage is narrowed es- 

pecially for non flat products. Por heavy structural and 

forging quality steel, continuous casting is not favour- 

able. 

The energy savings and increase in the output/input 

is in favour of continuous casting, '•:hich also is less 

harsh on environmental pollution. The continuous casting 

technology has enabled installation of small scale steel 

plants producing from 40,000 tons per year and in this 

sense fits into the definition of appropriate technology 

better than the conventional ingot casting, blooming and 

billet mill. 

The more recent development of horizontal continuous 

casting in USSR, USA and UK takes one additional step to- 

wards making this an appropriate technology. The flexibility 

of the horizontal continuous casting process to cast a 

larger size range of billet and bloom from (70 mm to ?00 mm) 

on the same machine reduces the capital investment by elimi- 

nating the need for a separate billet and a bloom caster. 

In addition this technology eliminates auxiliary handling 

facilities such as a crane, a ladle tower or a dummy bar 

pit, thus further reducing the capita1 cost. 

The technology of produoing finished steel products 

varies depending on the sise, shape and the product pro- 

perties required,  'or alloy steels required for tools 

and implements, forging in moro appropriate in that it c?.n 

be dispersed over a '-'ide geographical air-"?, ~nd can e rlov a 

substantially large number of people,  ^i^le steam o~ hy* "-••'- 

lically operated forging "achines are al?o suit-bin fo^ "re- 

ducing items such a.s farm implements and simple tools and 

tackle. 

_2_ 
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Production of wire rods for reinforced concrete 

application can  easily be done  by simple re-rollirur 

mills with coal   fired furnaces,   whereas  for the pro- 

duction of ohoeto   required for  sir-pie  applications 

such as spades  "gamelas"  etc.,   the hand  rolling operation 

is still appropriate in terrs of low capit.il   investment 
and more labour employed. 

The modern hot strip mill  does have alternatives for 

producing the sheets and plates.     These are  the semi- 

continuous  mill and the stecke!   mill.     The capital   invested 

per actual output   is  lese  for the stec-kel 'nil 1  oonoared to 

the  continuous  hot   strip mill,   although the  energy  require- 

ment   is higher due  to constant  reheating of the coils.    The 

planetary hot rolline; mill has not been developed fully for 
consideration here. 

The production of non-flat  products  is  feasible  in 

mills of varions  sizes and sophistication depending on the 

end use.     In these mills there  is al-ayn a trade off be- 

tween  low capital   inv-sted and high labour intensity on the 

one hand and high  energy consumption on  th- other. 

?or engineered  products such as rails,   rounds,   beans 

etc.,   the technological  choice crust always consider the 

end use which can be catastrophic if proper process   tech- 

nology  is not  employed.     Here appropriate technology must 
take a back seat. 

At present most of the steel need for makrinp- simple 

tools and  fixtures   in th- rural  areas  comes  fron selective • 

use  of scrap      The   forming and fabrication  is   done  -.ainly by 

the rural  blacKS-iths who pa-  over  S ti- s the price   of scrap 

m the urban  centres.    This robe   the rural  entrepreneur of 

the  margin  remured  to make cheap  steel   produ-rtE •••hi-h  can   re 

consumed  by the rural nasses.     In  order to ma>e the  steel 
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available to  the rural  entrepreneur at a  cheaper rate, 

so that he can plough back  sone of the surplus  into 

the rural econony,  a detailed study is required on the 

feasibility of dispersal of  the re-rolling and Tietal 

forming industry to rural areas.    Thin will generate 

scrap closer to the rural  consuming centre and reduce the 

number of middlemen  in the  present  system of steel 

trading.    The  dispersal of the metal forr.ing industry  in 

the rural areas can be done by upgrading the blacksmithy 

to small  scale  forcing operEtions and the rural  carpenters 

to steel  fabricators.     This  concept has been accepted in 

prineipl^ by the Ministry of Steel  and Mines and the Steel 

Authority of  Indis LM.  and   a program to  set up rural '-*ork- 

shops has been  iravn up. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6.0 STRATEGY POH STS^L PHODUCTION 

6.1 Alternate technologies for Increasing Steel Production 
in India  

The first U.YIDO consultative world meeting on 3teel 

in I977,  predicted an increase in the world steel  production 

to 1,750 million tons by the year 2000 AD.     It  has  further 

been forecast that   ^Of' of this should be net by the deve- 

loping countries.     U.'JIDO have projected a growth rate of 

7.8^  for the developing countries  for the period  1?7¿ -   P<=, 

and 5.8'' for I985 -   ?000 AD.    Considerine the above fac- 

tors,   the derand of steel  in India exerces  as  17  million 

tons  by  I985 and 43  million tons by  the year  ?000 AD,   com- 

pared to the present   capacity for production of crude steel 
in India of 13.6 million tons. 

The increased de-n.-nd for steel  can be net by either 

recycling scrap or by the production of fresh metallica 

like piç inn/sponge  iron and conversion of the nane to 
steel. 

The various alternatives for the production of steel 

starting fro-i ore is given in figure 6 -  I.    One of the 

important  factors  for the production of metal lies  fren 

iron ore is the choice of reductant.     The alternative 

choices of reductants  for various  iron raking routes  is 
8ho'-<n in figure 6 -   II. 

6.1.1          Strategies for Increasing Steel Production  in Integra* ~i 
?teel Plants _____ "     ' ' 

nhe  strategy for  the production  of erudì stee1   ie-ends 

on  the rate of  grcth of th- do-estic  ie-and,   the  avnla- 

bility of raw materials,   reductantn,   energy,   infrastructure 

and   oapit.nl.    Cut  of the capital   invested  in a ne-  integrai 

steel plant   -5    is  for supporting services and infrastructure. 
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The break-up of the cost of production of finished 

steel  in a new plant shows that 4O'/ is in the rs'-- mate- 

rials,   lOf* is   in the conversion  cost  and the rest,   50"' 

is the depreciation and  interest  on capital  block.     Prom 

the above it may be concluded .that for meeting the  increase 

in the demand of steel,   introduction of technology to  in- 

crease the  output  of the  existing plants will  be more  ap- 

propriate from  the capital  to  output ratio vie--- point. 

In selecting the appropriate combination of techno- 

logies  for augmenting the production of iron  from the 

existing blast  furnaces,  we should ensure that  there  is 

a reduction in the specific consumption of coking co-1. 

Other-ise we will be depleting this resource at a faster 

rate and violate our guiding principle on conservation of 

non-renewable resource.    One more guiding principle may 

be established - that the restriction on maintaining hot 

metal quantity within certain  specification may be  removed 

in those steel plants which adopt  external desulfurisation 

and/or the bottom "blown oxygen process,     ¡»he strategy  for 

the production of hot metal  should be to maximise output 

per capital block invested while decreasing the consump- 

tion of coking coal.    The exact package of the appropriate 

technologies ray be worked out   from the data given  in 

table 6-1.     For example,   it   is  estimated that a combi- 

nation of technologies consisting ^f use of sized ore,   use 

of higher sinter in 37 ch-rge and higher hot blast  tempe- 

rature can increase th« blast   furnace productivity by 7^'. 

The additional  capital   investment  required for thin   in- 

creased hot  metal  production  is  s round Hs.  ¿CO,'ton  cornos r«d 

to ?s.  1,COO,'ton for a new blast  furr.are.    These techno- 

logies can reduce the coke rite by 38-' wniCh will   in  turn 

lower th--- cost  of hot metal  production by around ?C;'  *fter 

providing for interest and depreciation on the new cs-ital. 
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The combination of these improved blast  furnace 

technologies  and the sequence of their  introduction will 

depend on many factors and can only be  established by a 

more rigorous analysis,   trials and innovation at each 

blast furnace. 

For introducing high sinter BF technology,  advantage 

may be taken of the proximities  of some  steel  plants to 

each other and to the nines for installing large or common 

sintering machines.    This will reduce the capital block for 

all  the concerned steel  plants. 

Since 10f: of the steel produced in  India is by the 

Open Hearth Process,   it  provides a good  opportunity to  in- 

crease the   steel production capability of these plants by 

the Bottom 31own Oxygen Technology,  commensurate with the 

increase in  the hot metal  production.     Appropriate conti- 

nuous casting facilities  can be  installed  in the Open 

Hearth shop  itself to process the  liquid steel  into slabs, 

blooms and billets.    These two technologies will release 

a large quantity of fuel  oil  or coke oven gas.    The capital 

block for producing an additional ton of slnb,   bloom or 

billet is   estimated to be less  that P.s.   1,000,'ton in an 

existing plant  compared to P.s.   5,000/ton for a new facility. 

This   strategy of expanding  the  capacity  of the  existing; 

steel plant  by  improvement  in the blast   furnace technology, 

introduction of the Bottom 31 own Oxygen technology to  re- 

place the Open Hearth and adding continuous slab, bloom and 

billet casting can increase the national production by 

?.?? .million tons,  provided the h/->t metal production  in- 

creases bv  ?,60 A'' as sho'-Ti overleaf. 
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Table 6 -   ? 

Plant 

Bhilai 
DSP 
IISCO 
RSP 

Present Steel risking 
Capacity (¡/IT) 

2-5 
1.? 
1.0 
1.5 

Increased 
Steel making 
capacity 

'.•rith 330P 

Increase in Ilot    | 
¡letal Requirement 

.'IT 

3-5 
2.0 
2.0 
1.95 

0.8 
0.64 
0.80 
0.16 

Whether the introduction of appropriate technology in the 31*st 

furnace does  increase the production,   needs to be established 

by trial   and experimentation  in a selected blast  furnace which 

at present does not have a good performance record. 

When the steel demand  increases beyond 3 million tons by 

a quantum amount of one million tons,   then it will be necessarv 

to consider installing an additional  2,000 m3 Blast  -urr.ace 

in an existing plant,  producing around 2,3CO tons/day of hot 

metal   for each of the steel  plants  mentioned above.    The addi- 

tional  steel making capability can  easily be attained by in- 

stalling additional converters until there are a maximum of 

5 converters.     3ince the competitiveness  of continuous 

casting of non flat products   is only margin,! ,t   ?.5 Î!T pro- 

duction,   this  may,  therefore,  be considered as the upper' 

limit  for the  expansion of the existing steel -rorks/   There- 

after,   it may turn out to be profitable to go to a green- 
field steel plant. 

6.? Centralisation va.  Decentrali;^t i on 

"he discussion-;  in the  precedin 
the 

g par*gr»phs advocated 
=ase of expansion of existing ste-1 plants by a maximum 

of ?.5 million tons,   for the production of blooms,   billets 
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and slabs.    7or rolling of these semis  to finished pro- 

ducts,   a different   strategy nay be adopted. 

Shaping of the  bulk tonnage  of steel  products  is 

generally carried out in tho rolling mills set  up  in   in- 

tegrated steel plants.    The modern trend is towards  in- 

stallation of large  capacity rolling mills for production 

of both flat  and non-flat products.    Large capacity  in- 

stallation brings  down the production cost and adds to the 

economy of operation.    However,  recently with the concept 

of nini-steel  plants,  smaller capacity mills  have been in- 

stalled in other countries,  primarily with a view to 

catering for the local demands of rolled products  for limi- 

ted tonnage.     These mills have distinct advantages  in 

terms.of meeting the needs of small orders and  saving 

in transportation,   cost of feed materials and the fini- 

shed products. 

6.2.1 Concept of Decentralisation of Steel making in  India 

In India,   installation of smaller capacity mills out- 

side the integrated  steel  plants had been based  on different 

concepts altogether.     Initially re-rolling mills were 

started primarily  for the conversion of railway scraps  into 

useful steel bars  and rods.    VJith the gradual   development of 

various industries   in the country,   scraps were also available 

from other sources   i.e.  steel plants,   ship yards,   engineering 

industries etc.    The major expansion in the re-rolling in- 

dustry took place  only during the sixties with the instal- 

lation of -nini-steel  plants,  vrhen  continuous  cast  billets 

and pencil  ingots  became available.    During the  last  nhase 

the  concept  of decentralisation of rolling and.  setting up 
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of mini-steel plants was br.sed on the following -ajor 

factors: 

- Disposal of industrial development in renerai 
and development of backward areas in paVtioul-rr. 

- Utilisation of local scrap. 

-• Meeting the regional demand of steel. 

- Lower capital investment, shorter construction 
and gestation period. 

- Shortage of steel in the market leadinr to hi-h»" 
open market prices of steel bars and rods makin" 
the operation economical!v viable. 

economics of electric Arc ^rnace "teel V.nkinr  based or 
•--crap and Direct Reduced Ore m India 

Besides iron ore, scrap is a major source of 

metallica for steel making.  In developed countries scrat) 

renelting contributes nearly 2<T to the steel production", 

see Table 6-3. In Indi- a small part of the scrap g->- 

nerated is used in alloy steel making, while th- bulk of 

.he scrap is used in small size plants which are wrongly 

called mini steel plants. They are in fact micro steel 

plants, having electri- arc furnaces of 5 to ?0 tons capa- 

city.  Some of these plants have continuous casting and 

still fever have captive re-rolling facilities,  riost 

of the micro steel plant- produce pencil ingots. 

The scrap generated in India can be categorised as 

home scrap wúch is generated in the steel plar.ts and 

purchased scrap. The latter consists of industrial scrap 

"hich arises during + he production of engineered products 

such as automobiles, machine, etc; and the country sor?n 

-'-ich is generate from old machinery -»quipr.on* *r.d fr--" 

insurable steel goodp -hir-   have lost their uti]i^.  în 

- developing country the scrap arising from -cuntr- scran 
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tends  to be low because of a) tho utility life *f a 

machinery equipment   is  prolonged by repairs -".Tí   o+h"r 

-aintenance,  b)   the •••ori out    achines,   équipent and 

consumer steel  goods  fjH  a  secondary application, 

c)  the production of consumable steel goods  is   lov 

i)  some  nf the scrap  ends up with rural  blacksmiths. 

It   is estimated  that  +he process and   country- 

scrap arising in India is  1.7 million tons per year as 

shown in Table 6-4 

T*ble 6-4 

source Annual Scrap arising 
tons year 

Railways 
Ordinance rectories 
Capital Scran 

(old machinery) 
Process Scrap 

(fron engineering units; 
Recirculated Scrap 

Total 

120.CO 
20.00 

300.00 

1,000.00 

300.00 

1,740.00 

Of the two technologies available for producing steel 

fro- scran the Open Heart- steel making is rapidly '-eine re- 

placed by the Electric Arc >\irn.-.ce because of external fuel re- 

quirement and greater pollution problems with the former. 

Moreover, the output per capacity installed (block caritaP 

is -uch higher for th- «lec+ric arc furnace compared to the 

?pen hearth. 

'Vith the introduction of irtra high po'--er (':TrP), tech- 

nology »nd secondary gt<*el refining, the electric arc -'•>- 

nace technology boeme -t+rac+ive m comparison wi*n in* >• 

"Tltoi Çû] f^   )   n V-| 4 The capital   investment  recuro.-: 

prod-cm..;- one ton of billet   in ?. -ioro electric fornace 
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n+.of>i   plant,   a 'VT?  electric  ^-.r^-.r.a steel pi?.»it  and 

aii  integrated   -iteel  plant  api   'iv3yi  rolrví: 

"'-.Kin    *-'    _     = 

^loctrir w      -V,, 09 

'ioro ?l-nt 
lp.CCO TP" 

i"1.}^ 1ITPY  Plant 

ico 

ipr- 

5,3CC*~ 

• inr?.n  n-.ser 

3'/' b-sed  '-teel   Fl-r.t 

i,c?o ¿,1':0 

*vith  pencil   ir.nts 
** ••*ith captive pov/er niant 

The above data ahovs  that  a STT bared Tj;fP electric 

-•».re  furiano --ita w^dar;/ refir.iiv- has t'-e lowest   cirial 

block per ton of steel  produced. 

The electric po"er required to -eet or.s ton of scr^n 

is   ~^60 'rC.'Ii vi.iich in turn  requires  "-do   :r. of steam  coal. 

For  a C.p .Tí Ilion ton  enotrie  fornace bacod  st «el   plant 

the   "apt i re po\-er requirement  •••ill be of the order  of 

<"0  r.eja '--atte.     .loe  capital  bloc:  'or tl.~  : 

also  be addai  to  the  steel   M ant   ir. vio«-- ~; 

rhortatpe  i-. the  country.     Iftor  inM-vir- + -e  oo~+  of Jre 

ole-tri- ;••••,•»" p-n-   the  ^apitM  Mon: per ton  inornate 

to   Hi.   l,4"C/tor. which  in   still  3"ihr,tar.ti?!].y  lo'-er +hr.r. 

the   i"on  *»re barad   integrated  r^M. 

't'-'ont   should 

"he  i^!-ip'^*inr  ~f  ->   M»+i.fo  "0'-"?r V^r^   p^r  - 

i"1-''   eleofic ino  furnace  plant   -?sij  f.:rt ^r  teohn: 

study   t:   ?p-»r*ai:-i  th •  of'—t   o¿ a   fl':oT..a*i:-j -o-e- 

~'i   * "•''  ..'r-i   •,""'•;:'  T  on  ';:<->   oar*iv"   •v>-.-e.n -1-, .-.•*•• -    „,. 

cit'-rr   are aa'-ure*  to  cc~e  ''it'   *•••> 

r'1.? o* • ve  p--> -'tï> 
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It  nay be of   interest to nota  that  a steel   plant 

based on jfi - 7J -  CC, with a captive  electric power ^lant 

has the  highest  capi+al  block per ton of steel   produced 

and  in this  respect  becomes highly  iriapproorinte  tech- 

nology  for  steel  production in  India. 

The  cost of production of steel   by the e1 eetric arc 

furnaces  is compared 'nth that produced by conventional 

3? - 30? - CC,  as   cho'-m in the table belov: 

T-'ble 6-6 

Tlectric Arc ^urnace 

Micro Steel 
PIants 

DR bp.s ed Scrap 
based 

3?   -  ¿Q-?   - OC 

Integrated Plants 

with captive power plant 

Re./ton 

1,490 

Rs./ton 

1,430 

Rs./ton 

1,330 

3s.,'ton 

1,300 

The conventional  steel making via 3P is  the   lodert cost 

producer followed by the scrap based electric arc furnace 

steel making.    The  direct reduced  iron based electric fur- 

nace plant  is the  highest cost producer.    The scran based 

electric arc furnace  is thus highly  competitiva ->ath th•.; 

conventional 3^ -  30?,   especially  if the savings   in coking 

coal   is  considered.     The availability of sufficient  scrap is 

the -Tjor constraint   in th- gro-th of  larre electric arc for- 

nace based  plants.     The possibility  of  i-portine  scrap  fro:n 

highly  industrialised  countries  such as 1'^,   and   locati-.? nue- 

plants  near the  porte  needs to be  studied in greater detail. 
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Present Status  of -the Re-roll ir? Industry in India 

The total  number of re-rolling mills  of  all   types 

in  India is  estimated to be  around  1,200.    The  capa- 

city of these mills   is indicated  in Table 6-7.     The 

re-rollers '.'ere  initially  classfied into t'-o  categories, 

i.e.  billet  re-roller and scrap re-roller,  mainly for 

the distribution of billet  and scrap.    This difference 

was however,   abolished in  1975 to enabla all  the capable 

re-rolling   Ulis to roll billet/pencil  ingots.     Against 

the total  annual   cap-city of 6."}  LÎT/yr.,   the  actual 

production has been a little below l.C ::T/yr.   as shovn 
in table £ - 8. 

Though there are a number of narrow strin  cold re- 

rolling mills  in  India at present,  the products  fron 

snail  capectiy rolling mills ar-,   rainly bars and rods 

for construction purposes.     A  few small  capacity mills 

are also capable of producing wire-rods,   tor-stoel bars 

light,'-¡ediun  structurais,   hoops  and  strips,   special  shapes, 

like 2-sections,   gate channels,   window sections,   T. b-rs, 

two way keys,   loose  jaws,   rail anchors,   etc.    The size 

range of the product  from the re-rolling industry is shoTi 
in Table 6-9. 

**_ 
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Annual Capacity of He-Hoi ling Industry in India 
on '-shift Basis as per ?teel He-.lolling ¡.'ills 

Association (~2~. 11 ) 

SI. 
lío. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2fi-roliin£ lulls 

Billet re-rollers 

~R'¡A member scrap re-rollers 

Scrap re-roll ers on Directorate 
of Industrien (^i) lists '-'ho are 
not -embers of S;î:îA, but vhosp 
capacity has been assessed 

Sub total: 

•sti.;-?.ted capacity of other 
drall  3crap re-rollers on 
T,?. lis+ 

Total 

.:o.   of 
units 

128 

102 

211 

441 

Total   capacity on 
¿-shift  2asis t-vr. 

3,431,>~52 

~,?0,6é0 

?50.CCO 

4,741,712 

l.^OO.OCO 

6,241,"!? 

Table 6-7 
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Tabi« 6-8 

Year Production 

Billet Pcrao Total 

Itffi 

He-rollers He-rollers 

-   67 - - ;8C,5CO 

196" - 62 806t?44 126,252 !   933,096 

1968 - 69 722,016 1?7,0C8 849,024 

1969 - 70 693,336 117,6CO 810,936 

1970 - 71 465,141 144,250 609,391 

ITI - 7? 616,000 150,000 766,000 

197? - 73 675,000 152,Qoc 827,800 

1973 - 74 614,000 150,300 "70,300 

1974 - 75 564,130 162,617 726,747 

1975 - 76 621,400 158,353 779,7JP 

Note:     The above figures exclude the production of 
snail  scale scrap re-rollers registered with 
the St-rte Directorates of Industrias 

Actual Production by the He-rolling Industry 
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Table 6 - o 
L Size Range of tolled Products  in He-rol ling- ni 11 

SI. 
No. 

Product Size range 
mm 

1. Wire Rods 

2. Bars,   roda,  rounds 
and  scraares 

3. 

Conventional 
size (mm) 

¡lats 

4»    '    Structurais 
i    anglas,  tees 

6-10 250 kg. max 
coil wt. 

8 -  2S 

* - 12 

3 - 50 

12 - 100 width Up to 75 width 
3 - 20 thick I 

Remarks 

5.    j 

6. 

Beams and channels 

Hoops 

20 x 20 x 3 to 
75 r 75 x ? 

Up to 17? 

2^ - 25 vide 
16 - 20 «m.uf-e 

20 x 20 x 3  to 
50 x 50 x 9 

Up to 150 

?d - ?5 wide 
16-20 gaufre 

4 
The size range covered by the main steel plants in India 

against that from small capacity rolling mills is  showi in 

Table 6 - 10. 

TOJIQ 6-10 
Size Han^e of Merchant  Product _s 

1 
: SI. 
1 Ho. 

1 ! 

Product BSP USP         !     TISC IISCO Re-rolling    1 

Í 
Uills 

[ 

; 1. Hounds  and 20 - -3 12 -     "0,   12  -  1?"   I  10 - i  " s _ ^ 
- Squares,   mm SO - IPO! 160  -  200 

2. Flats,   mm 
1 

SO - 100 45 -    T '  25 - 100   ; 45 - 50 '•  Up  to ?~      j 
3. Angles,  mm 40 - 

15c 
So 1  35 -    7; !  35 - lie     35 - 

100             '150  -  200   ! 65 - 

1                         ] 
^p    on          T"                ! 

1-e;                                         j 

1 
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It   can be seen fron the above "^able  6-10 that 

in certain areas like .ingles 35 mm and below,  flats be- 

low 45 ran,   8-10 mm rods  in straight  length, the smaller 

mills do not have to  compete with integrated steel  plants. 

In these areas,  therefore,   decentralisation of rolling 

could be more meaningful. 

As  the emphasis  is  on  the lower capital investment 

for small   capacity mills,   most of tne mills installed  in 

India have skeleton facilities.    The mills «ith indivi- 

dual  cipecity of 10,000  t/yr.  or more have separate      " 

roughing group "ith mill   sises ranging fron ?'0 -m  to 

450 mm  -nd  finishing group with a number  of stands 

(150   .   250  mm;  arranged  in  a single  line  dri-n by  either 

one or two  motors.     Smaller mills have  five to seven 

150 mm  to   250 nr. stands  driven by one  motor working as 

roughing as well as  finished mills,     "ost  of the mills 

are not  provided with  *ny tilting table  at   ?-"if-h stands, 

inter-stand transfers   or repeaters.     They also do not  have a 

mechanised  cooling bed. 

In order .to assess  the  impact of decentralisation of 

rolling on economics,   it  will be prudent   +0 cornare the 

small  capacity re-roll mg mills against  th« large capacity 

nil1 s  in  integrated steel  plants.    ?or this purpose re- 

rolling mills  of t--o  different capacities   i.e.  16,C0C  t/yr. 

and 36,COO t/yr. h?v* been  selected.     There -ills hr.ve then 

been compared to the  light  -enchant mill  of r.onin-1   capacity 

of 500,OCC t/yr.    The specific capita   investment  is  com- 

pared in Table 6-11   oiTth« atzt page. 
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Table 6 - li 

Comparison of Capital Cost estimate 

SI. 
No. 

Rolling Mill Capacity | Capital  cost    Specific capital 
t/yr.     ;  million Rs. investment 

Rs/t 

1. Re-rolling mill 18,000 

2. Re-rolling mill 36,OCO 

3. | Light  merchant ni 11       ^C0,C00 

18 

30 

38c 58o 

1,000 

1,160 

It  may be seen  fron  the above that  small  capacity mil Is 

have some advantage (l? -  ¿<T' saving)   in  capital  investment 

required  per ton of installed capacity over  largì capacity 

nills.     Higher capital   cost   for large capacity mills is 

pa inly due to investment  for improved  mechanisation auto- 

mation,   quality control   and   improved --rking conditions. 

The production cost   of finished prod-ct^  deoends to a 

Urge  extent  on the price  of the feed raterial.     Vorraily 

the feed material for tho   large capacity mills  is the bil- 

let produced in the same plant,  whereas the  feed materials 

for re-rolling mills may be either pencil   ingots, con- 

tinuously  cast billets  produced by mini-steel  plants or the 

billets  produced from  integrated steel   plants  or re-rollóle 

scraps.     The net profit  margin for re-rollers,   therefore, 

vail depend upon the type of feed materials  and their prices. 

Under the circumstances,   to analyse the economics of de- 

centralisation of rolling,   the conversion  cost  (excluding 

material   cost)  comparison -ill  b-   more meaningful  than the 

production  cost.    The  conversion cost  for the  --eve rcllin.» 

mills are analysed in T»ble 6 - ]?. 

It   mny be observed   from  this  table  that   the smaller 

••sills have higher conversion cost compared  to lorgc mil's 

-hich will   result  m hig-er production  cost   of  the  finished 

products   and   lower profit  margin. 
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The economic disadvantage of higher conversion 

cost i'v.r small re-rolling mils will  be  covered up 

to  some extent by the advantage  in transportation 

cost  of feed materials/finished products.    This will 

depend upon the precise  location of the re-rolling ni 11 

with respect to the sources of feed materials and the 

market for finished products. 

Table 6-12 

Comparison of Conversion Cost 

SI. 
No. 

Rolling 
lull t/yr. 

Capacity    Coer^ting Depreciation 
Cost and 

including interest 
overhead 

1. Re-rolling mill 

2. Re-rolling mill 

2.    Li^ht merchant mill 

Rs. ' t Rs. /1 

18,000   , ?7C 105 

36,OCO   : 240 35 
SOG,000 ?5 HO 

Total 
Conversion 

Cost 

Rs./t 

375 
255 

Ilotes:     1.    The above costs do not  include interest   on 
working capital. 

?. n1he financing has beon a r: rund in the debt 
equity ratio of 1.1. Interest on loan has 
been taken at  1C.5;' per annum. 

3. The light merchant '-ill   is  assumed to i--ork 
on 3-shifts basis and re-rolling mills  on a 
2-shift basis. 

4. The depreciation and   interest charges pertain 
to the unit  proper. 

^s f'r as the quality of the products is concerned,  the 

sriiller o?pacit" ~il1r  cannot  cermet's  with Inrro units be- 

cause ^f the rr,"hi? +icat9Í  "machine*"'" useH  v?A  th"  e^ ,^b';^',',", 

quality c"r*rol   facilities in th->  integrated steel   niants. 

decentralisation of rollini» mills  ""ay 'ne deliraci n 

fro- the view point  of dispersion <if  industrial  deve longent, 

Sa 
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utilisation of local  raw materials,  meeting the  regional 

demand and saving the transportation cost of feed materials 

and finished products.    The specific capital   investment  for 

small capacity mills  is somewhat   lower by about   15 - î(K'. 

However, the  conversion cost  is appreciably more and the 

quality of the product is  inferior compared to  large capa- 

city rolling mills.    Research and  development  effort are 

needed to overcome this drawback and make these  small 

capacity rolling mills more appropriate to the  Indian con- 

text, without   increasing the  capital block per ton of steel. 

These mills  can be made as  fulerum  for the rural   ^et.?l 

forming industries --rhich car  cater for the need  of farm 

implements,   household items,   tools  and tackle as  ---ell o8 

supply the consumable steel   items  to the organised in- 
dustrial sector. 
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J'APT^R 7 

7.0 ADOPTIO" AìTD   Iì-TL^.IEJTATIOIJ 0? APPROPRIATA TECHNOLOGY 
TOR STIEL 

Adoption and implementation of a technology is 

preceded by the choice of the technology,   which is  not 

merely a question of mechanical   skill or engineering 

knowledge.     In this  context   it  is '--orth noting that the 

choice  of techniques  available  in advanced  countries 

need not  necessarily be valid in developing countries 

as developing countries have to  consider  thoir o'-TI  limi- 

ted resources  "hi eh  can be  spent  or.  various  liner?  of pro- 

duction.     A  ne'-' strategy or  a different  technology  is 

called for producing the name product as the resource dis- 

tribution may be radically  different.    Thus the  choice  of tech- 

nology  in deve1oping countries may pose •ore serious pro- 

blème . 

The syst e"! of production we adopt,   critically depends 

on the society '•»; --'ant to achieve.     Technological  change 

whi "h results   in higher productivity,  diversification,   al- 

teration of  consumption pattern and new class alignment, 

brings about  new aspects  in social  change.     Often the pro- 

blem is  oversimplified  by stating that  identification of the 

need for product would  considerably  help  in specifying a  parti- 

cular technology.    The genoral  term  "Technology"  comprises  of 

many facets  of producing a product,   i.e.   choice of equipment, 

different alternatives,  degree of tolerance,  the  level  of ef- 

ficiency expected etc.     Hence,   it  turns  out  to be  vague  and 

poses  difficulties  in  identification.    The  difficulty  in   iden- 

tification  comes from  th?   fact  that  although the  "nal  "•=•• be 

c.n?,   several   alternatives  may be ?."?i'.?ole.     Thus '--e have  to 

take  into  accent the ''a--  it   is achieved  for MV  ~O.*
,
1   ir  vi"-- 
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7.1 

In this context,   appropriateness of any technology 

choice cannot be decided rer se.     It  is al-ays considered 

in relation to tho need  it has to fulfil.     Appropriate 

technolo-y  choice  is  a  complicated  outcome of considering 

the  various  aspect?:     production  of a required article, 

improvement  in quality,   achieving economic-   of scale, 

efficient utilisation of natural  resources,   capability for 

full  employment,   fabricating goods  for the  international 

market,   survival  of different,  reales  of production and 

sup/ort to  non-economic  goals  Euch as  err/ironnerital  quality> 

deviation of the Present   technology from Ar^renriate 
Steel Technolog. 

Prom the above vie» point  of appropriate technology  and 

th« discussions in the previous   chapters,   certain con-"' 

elusions can be dra-n «hich are summarised  helo-: 

1. The  integrated steel   industry as  a whole   is  highly 
capital   intensive -ith a ,^or portion of inv*s+- 
-ent going to build up the necessary sup-ortin/spr- 
vices. ' - 

2. The integrated steel plants are crecarious1- livinr 
on a non-renevable resource i.e. coking coal. vorl 
tunately technological options are available to re- 
duce the dependence  on or consumption of coking coal. 

3'    2t«ìnlk °J  -Î? Ír0n ^dl'ced (Q7:')  in  India is re- 
duced by tne blast  furnace tedinolo^,   which r-ui-e^ 
a large quantity of  input  r?» materials  such as ^l'" 
iron ore,   limestone,   air blast,   réfracteras.     "V   ' 
technology .and the  efficiency  of the present  bl = s+ 
f; mace  technology demand a minimum scale  cf -.^ration 
•lch makes  it  highly  capital   intensive. 

4.    Technological developments in the orocesses for con- 
version  to steel   (Bottom Blown Oxygen Preces^   is  in 
the direction of appropriate tedinolo-,  i-  *<»W of" 
lower capital  required,   u*e  of  lower íualitv rZ -at< 
rials  at,  blast  furn-oe .inri  steelvorkn*  M~^-  ~i---t' 
?er ca-ut-1   invested,   fPWer  enviror~-t- ' '"-^-„i ^V  _ 
cetter recovery of waste products,   e^«r-i'Pi Î.'.^V^'"!, 

r>--3 
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furthermore the steel   conversion  technology  is  effi- 
cient  over a Mirier  scale  of  operation unlike  the blast 
furnace technology. 

The  continuous  casting and horizontal  continuous  casting 
technology are again developments   in the right  direction 
fron  the appropriate technology view point.     They are 
less  capital   intensive,   lees  severe on  environnent, 
produce  less vaste  material  (scrap)  ->nd are  efficient 
fron  low scales of  operation  (40,000 tons/year)   to 
very  high scales  of  operation  (".5 million tons/year). 
The  horizontal  continuous   -acting promises  to  reduce' 
capital  requirement   further ani  nay provide  for -ore 
labour  intensification.     It  also  appears  to be  suitable 
even  for speller scale of  operation than  conventiena 1 
continuous  cast ins1. 

The  technology of shaping of steel  has *nde  flexi- 
bility,   depending on  the product   requirement.     It  is  less 
capital   intensive  ?s  the  scale of  operation, become* 
smaller because of  the possibility of introducing 
manual  methods of handling      The  cost  of production  in 
however higher,   but   can be reduced by further techno- 
logical  development.     The  lower  transportation  cost 
if these  snail   re-rolling mills  are located  in  regions 
where  rural  industrial gro-'+h is  desired,   is  a  further 
advantage.     The snail   re-rollers   can easily supply  steel 
to a  snail  rural   industry ---ich dees  not  rr ve  an  easy 
access  to th° stock yards  of the   integrated steel  rl^nt" 

7.? Opportunity Areas for Appropriate ^teel Technology 

The areas of opportunity to make the present  steel 

technology more appropriate are: 

i) Pevelopnent of re-- processes and tochnirrues te 
reduce the capital bleck reeuired m the* inte- 
grated steel  plants. 

ii)     Intensify  innovations and  implementation uro- 
grams which reduce  coking coal  consumption and 
increase the  productivity  of the  existinr blast 
furnaces. 

111 Intensify research and development into those 
areas o+" ir^n -making +ecnno'! o-/ v-hich resulJ- in 
lo'-'er capitil regui renTt, -ore efficient ^-Uo» 
scale operati en and whi"h use the ir.ii.-'-,,r^";" 
available re.--- materials.  -'no-': +heoe m-.r/.^i. 
tions, th-; technology of direct reductio 0*' 
iron ore using co-^1 is grossly in?dequate ?-r  it 
is more capita.! intensive than a call bl~s + '•'••r- 
nace a~ indicate'*, ir 'f~'"lo 1   ~  1 
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T»t>le 8-1 

Technology/Rout e 

DR - EP -  GC 

BF - BOP -  CG 

Specific 
Investment 

Rs./ton 

Production 
'"ort 

3s. ''ton 

4,900 1,350 

4,180    !    1,300 

The cost of the production of billets is also higher by the 

OR - ?? - CC route than by the 3? - 30? - CO route.  Thus with 

abundant availability -f high grade iron ore, India snould Tool 

for a nore appropriate alternate technology to produce iron. 

In this respect it may be worthwhile reviewing the Chinese 

experience and looking at the emerging technology based 

on powder injection. 

7.3 The Chinese experience 

The chief characteristic of the Chinese technological 

approach was indicated by Chou-'wi-Lai in December lp64. 

He urged his fellow countrymen to "absorb everything that 

was good in other countries' experience and techniqv.es while 

subjecting the innovations to specific conditions of their 

own country, its topography and raw "interi al r>v»il--bil ities". 

He emphasised that the lessons iearnt .mist be blended with 

creative efforts of their own.  It w»s identified that the 

linkage between rural industries and agricultural develop- 

ment is very intimate. 

It ray be noted that in + he early stages of growth, 

rural industrialisation is a one -'a:j  r^^ti^nshir. .lome- 

tir.es the rur=! units ^re capital-intensive but lat"** 

whan the technology- has been adanted to the iadi:-enouR en- 

vironment, the rural ocrrunity i~'bil;es kno-h^« throu.-:: 

the establishment af s-all industries.  In the -~so"ss 

_^ 
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rural industri»1 units cause technical skill formation 

in the agricultural sector and also supply increasing 

amounts of agricultural inputs.  Only later on is the 

tvo-'-'ays relationship established wnere the agricultural 

sector begins supplying ra*' material and capital to rural 

small units. This relationship is gradually intensified 

and small units begin providing "ork opportunities to man- 

power rendered surplus as a consequence of mechanisation 

of agricultural operations. 

The process of industrialisation which is a trans- 

mission of technological know-he-', though a one way reve- 

rent in the beginning, results in "hTg*»s in th- agri- 

culture.! operation, land organisation, incorse generation 

and consumption pattern. This establishes new production 

units, encourages technological adaptations and gives feed 

back to nodern units. 

The rural industrial syste^ in Chin- basically no-prises 

of the 'five small industries' - -*en erat ion of energy, nro- 

duction of cement, chemical "ort i lin or, iron and steel; 

agricultural tools and equipment. All these require raw 

materials such as coal, iron ore and these extractive in- 

dustries form the second important component of the Chinese 

rural syster:.  mhe + hird dimension of the system relates to 

the sequential changes in tne agrie:1turai sector,  Tenendir. - 

upon industrial inputs and skills available at the oormune 

and the brigade level, new i + ems are tr.Ken up for fabrication; 

increasing production units as well as items fabricated.  This 

leads to mechanisation of life =r.d warrants setting up of 

engineering repair workshops '-.-kich form the fourth dimension 

of the industrial system under referance. 

India and ot.'.er daveloair.m countries also have ai'*ed at 

the same, '"'he outstanding acce mol irhmer.t of tha Chinera m;»« ni 

industrial system is not primarily the installation of n 
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large number of production units  fabricating diversified 

iters,  but  its organic linkage between agricultural deve- 

lopment,   small   fabricating units and modern  industries. 

Chinese rural   industries '-ere planned to be  compatible 

with  local requirements based  qn  local  resources.     The  im- 

petus for an agricultural development  lead to a large num- 

ber of installations,  diversification in the items  of pro- 

duction,   and the  adoption of modern industrial technology.-. 

Another feature of the Chinese progran is  co-existence of 

large-scale sophisticated technology with small-scale inter- 

mediate technology.    However,   there has been special  empha- 

sis  on small production units,   depending on the special 

characteristics  of the production process. 

It is worthwhile noting that in China  ?0C' out  of 20 

million tons of pig iron produced  comes from 1,C0C  small 

iron and steel plants spread all over the  country.     These 

plants vary in size and the smallest  furnace  is eight 

cubic meters.    The backyard furnaces  hove been abandoned. 

?arn machinery  is  mostly produced in  local   pla.its  which 

doubled their production during the quin-quer.nium  following 

1?65.    The success stewned from the  fact that, fabrication 

technology in rural  industrial  units   is closely linked with 

indigenous availability of raw materials and  technical  skills. 

Production processes are modified tc  suit,   i>iie?« conditions. 

The  main sources   of technologies are  research institutes, 

modern industrial  units and the  local   indigenous  technology 

pool.     Technology  importation  in  China  is  highly restricted 

even for modern  industries in the national  sector.     Even re- 

search organisations  are not   encouraged to undertake funda- 

mental   investigation.     Their  efforts   ar° .mainly direc+ed  to- 

wards  solving pr"ctic"l problems  confrontine  different   sec- 

tors  of agricultural  and  i-rustrir 1  activities,    "hat  cor^s 

out   of these  efforts  are not  highly sophisticated  complex 

- *- 
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technologies;   rather they are commons «rise techniques 

solving immediate probiens  of a pr-otieal  nature. 

7.4 Zmer^inr "echnolones 3aaed on Powder Injection 

The Swedish steel   industry, -ith raj or Govern- 

mental financial support,   ho.s  eribaried on a major R 

and 1 prolan to evolve an alternate process  route to 

the traditional  blast  furnace.    The majors  factors con- 

tributif t0  this decir ion  in  Sweden have been 

1) Lack  of cosine  coals.     Jhe currently  oneratine 
blast  furnaces  in "weder, are based  lar<-el- on" 
imported coking coal,   nrirarilv fro-" Poland 
and USSR. 

2) Absence of large internal,'external  markets to 
justify installation of large blast  furnaces. 

3) The conventional blast  furnace rente  is re- 
garded  as unacceptable ir. view of the strict 
anti-pollution   lavs  recently enacted  in Sweden. 

A serious  review -as accordingly -ade on the existing 

alternatives to  ths blast  furnace route,  but  none seemed ° 

to fit the requirements.     Accordingly,  a major process deve- 

lopment program -ith Governmental support,   ..-as  initiated 

in 1974 with th- following objectives: 

I'    The process must produce aoroduct  in liquid fo~r. 
su:table  for subsequent  oryren conversion +0 
steel. 

?,    ;:ust  operate on non-premium «a« materials 
i.e.   iron ore concentrates available  in Sweden 
and relatively low grade non-coking coal. 

i) Capability of economic operation at relative"!v 
small capacities, so tb»t orderly expansion of 
the plant  to meet   increased  demand   is  feasible. 

environmental  pollution should  be m.inir 'um. 

After a  critical  evaluation 0' all  available techniques 

in *x-ac*ive metallurgy,   it  ,-as decided  t0  concentrato   ' 

efforts in +vo alternative apaches,  these being: 
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A.    71 ash smelting of concentrates  coupled with 
with smeltinf reduction in an  induct-'on fur- 
nace  (ililEST) PROCESS). 

3.      Bottom (side)   injection of powders  in a con- 
verter type reactor with a channel  induction 
heater for supplying endothelial  heat   require- 
ments  (UDDACON PROC/ISS )•. 

7.4.1 INRED Process 

The flash smelting technique v?s developed  indepen- 

dently by Outukumpu  Cy in Finland as well as   IITCO just 

after the Second World War for matter smelting fron  copper 

concentrates.-  The technology is wen  established on  ? 

co-mercial  scale  in  copper  extractive -etallurgy  «ni   is 

characterised by ver/ high throughputs,   i.e.   high specific 

capacity due to intense mixing of the reacting phases  i.e. 

powder and gas.    This development  is now generally reg-arded 

as a major break-through in pyro-metallurgy in  recent  times. 

As   adapted«   in  the   lUnTTO process  for  iron  naking,   the 

process essentially   -or.sists of the  'burning«   of an  intimate 

powdered mixture of  iron ore fines/concentrates  * coal + flux 

with oxygen resulting in a high FeO bearing slag ;>nd metal 

which trickles  into an induction furnace containing hip-h 

carbon iron.     The endothermic heat requirement   for the reaction 

PeO + 0 » Fe ->-  CO being sun-lied by induction heating. 

The i:i?.3!i process  concept  initially  tested   in  a  1  t''hr 

scale,   has now been  scaled up to a S t/hr (npprox.   3O,OC0 t/yiO 

pilot pliant  currently operating in Sweden.    This plant  operates 

on iron ore concentrates and non-coking coal  containing 2C ' 

ash (steam coal  quality).     The process dees  not   require sin- 

tering and coke production.     The  estimated  consumption   fi-uree 

are sho^.-n in T"ble 7  -  °. 



8C - 

T^ble " - 2 

(?.ll energy  rrom non-r^ing coal) 

i)    Total  energy 
consumption/ton Pe 

ii)     Iron analysis 

4.100 0.   cal 

carbon ?. *?, 
Si  Ie' 

About SO  senenters metal. 
Some dephosphorisation  is 
achieved.     External desul- 
phurisation "ould be re- 
quired normally. 

iii)    The total electrical energy requirement   is 6R0 KT.IH/ton 

?% with the following break-ups. 

a)    Process -    ?8C fC-fH 
(Induction heating) 

3x -   2?5 b) Oxygen (530 >Tn ) 

c) Bloviers 105 

The entire power requirement is net by steam generation 

fron off-gas.    The I.'IIGT) plant  rese-ibles the KT ccal   gari- 

fier of the  slagging type.    The additional feature of the 

INTETD unit  is that the slag forced falls into  an induction 

furnace wherein metal and slag can be continually t->pned. 

The process  is  currently undergoing extensive testing 

in  Sweden,     ^jor  funding for the pilot plant   has co-re fror. 

.., s  3CLIDTI, • a non-ferrous company '••i.ose na¿or interest in 

the process  stems  fror the need to utilise large amounts 

of high grade iron oxide  fines  obtained in the burning of 

pyrites for sulfuric acid manufacture. 

According to the scientists/engineer? engage in this 

program there exists sc-^pe for further developments in the 

procese concept, especially in the substitution of th- in- 

duction heating 3ysten "by the -"ore versatile sub-erred -;rc 

heat irr «VP t er •. 
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Table 7-3 gives   a  corparis¿n of the  ITRE'n process 

'•'ith. ether alternative process routes +o iron in resnect 

of r?" materials.    Also  given  are  the approximate  rnw -sterial 

cost/t  Fe based on typical   prevailing prices  for the various 

ra'-' ""ateriíÚB  inputs  under   Indian  conditions. 

The development  of  the   ÜFRITP process   is  of considerable 

significance to India  in vie*-; of: 

1) Process can directly utilise high grade  ore fin^s 
including blae  duct   '-'hich. are abundantly  -vailable 
in the country. 

2) Non-coking coals  v:ith ash  content   in the   region 
of 20"',   suitable   for this process  ar    abundantly 
¡?vpilable and   videly  distributed. 

3) In-situ pov:er generation  is a built-in feature 
of the process,     "ith the prevailing situation 
in respect of power  in the country,   this   feature 
of the process   is   of psrtioular significance to 
us. 

4) The ncn-cokinp- coals  in the country are generally 
low in P (<0.01r').     The lignite available at 
Ncyveli is 0.006^ P.     If the HRED process is baaed 
on concentrates   (as   envisaged for Salen)   it would 
be feasible to  produce hot metal with P (<0.05f') 
which has a Drenium  in value. 

7.4.? UÜDACON Process 

The UDMCON converter developed by 'TDD^CLI-i Steel  Co. 

in collaboration vit h X^ilA  in Fweden,  is a converter spe- 

cially designed for  infection  of rxv-rdered  Taceri"5!  below 

the bath surface so as   to   achieve  fast and   oorplete re- 

action?  and to supply  heat   in-situ so as to supply the re- 

quisite  chemical heat   or  super-heat,     -'he heating is ac- 

complished by fitting  a rains  frequency channel   inductor 

which supplies the necessary heat  to the r.elt. 

A pilot plant of  1C   ton   cpaoity v?3   commissione^,  in 

October  1?"'? at  the '.ing/fors  viteelvrorks of T''i:iehcl'..     The 

pilot  plant uses  a no'^i^r   iisnenser of the  type  'iç""1" onoi 

at  nST?, vit h a volur«  o.'  "00  litres.    The  injoc+i^ti "^+,<? 

can btì  vr.ricd bet'-reon   ^  and   "' (}0 •'.& .'nin.    A-r  or .».r^n Ì3 
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used as  c-rrier ras.     The inductor has a nominal po-r»r 

rating of 1,200 CT.    Both rigO  and A12C3 based lining have 
been tested. 

The wide range of experimentation has established, 

that by  and larire it  is  only Thermodynamics which  im- 

poses the  limits  because the  design  of the UDPACOII  system 

has removed the kinetic barriers.    The -onverter h-s been 

found suitable  for a wide range of applications including 

deeulphurisaticn,  dephosohorisation,   decarburisi and the 

reduction of easily reducible  -etai   oxides.     <To~e  results 

obtained are discussed  in the   followinr: 

Application 

Desulphnrisation 

^ephosphoripatinn 

^ecarburising 

iio-oxide reduction 

Inclusion  level 

In  the following,   two applications of the TOMCOIï converter 

are discussed «hich appear to  have i:mediate comercial pos- 
sibilities: 

i)    Processing of zinc-rich dust  f»ori 
?toel   Hakinr ?aciliti9s 

The dust arisin- fro- *Ioctri-  arc furnaces pr"oessi.iS 

steel S3r*.p contains "arving quantities of zinc -r.d    ---, 

depending on the degree of contamination of the scrap. 

In those Bteel-orlcc,   "here the zinc content in  such dust 

is   of the  order of 10 to  ?;;',   it  reoresents a cor-parati-rely 

hiCh value.    ^in^>e it  is  relativ«!;' costly to obtain  puro 

zinc using present day methods,   tris  dust actually  con- 

stitute  an  environnent  probien,   instead of becoming  - 

source of income  for those stool  wor>s  --here such dust oo —rn. 

arpicai  analysis   of such  dust   is   nven  overleaf. 

Table  7 
4 

Results 
0.26 0.006;   in 1C minutes 
0.16 C.OWf 

COCO;- 

""**     .0 q/v* 

*P'3"5     1 ev«»l 
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Primary *>ist 

•'  -''«?C ;'' 7nO ' Pb .' 1-0 

->st  1 <r.! ??«4 4." S9 

Duct   ? }7.1 2?.á 4.2 ?.l 

Injection of the above dust in a ""P^acOT* converter re- 

mits  in the follo'-'ing: 

1) Iron  is fully reduced leading to   increase in 
retal '-'eight. 

2) Zinc  and  le^d  are  vapcirised and "burnt   in n 

converter mouth  formine a secondary  dust ''rich 
is  collected  in a  bag fil + er. 

Typical  analysis  of the secondary dust   in  as  follows: 

;* ZnO       \' PbO  _     •'  ?e?0,        r' 'J        :Ton-reducible       Alkali 
Oxide 

63.0 10.8 3.0 2.0 1 12.6 

After minor treatment to remove alkali,   +he material 

can be used for zinc production. 

In view of the  encouraging results,   the^e *re plans  to 

corni-reialise such a technology in fweden. 

ii)    Production of Low C'rbon Perro^rnggnese 

Low carbon ferromanganese is a premium  ra" materi'l 

f"T steel making vhich is  conventionally produced in elec- 

tric furnaces  from "r-ore  and Qi .-,n.     It   i1?    ::ffiouit to 

control this process.    Apart from a high encr"y  consumption, 

the yield of manganese is low. 

Low carbon ferromanganese has been produced frorr, ?i;..n 

melt  in a ,T"DDA00U converter,    "engáñese oxide mixed with lime 

is  injected into th-? bath,   using fcr exam ole,   Argon as 

carrier gas.     nhe  initial  Si'in melt contains  about ?;'!. 

"^he ^i  combines *-'ith the oxygen ir  ?'n-ore  to   form ci<\. 

The electrical  ener^-y  retirement  io  about   ll''."*  '-""'ton nroduct 

The oroceos  han beer,  s' ccocn''ull*r tect^d   ir.  the  ">ilot !•."• 

ton  converter.     The  process  apnears to have  '"a^r commercial 

possibilities*. 
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The process  appears potentially  capable of pro- 
ducing lo'-r C ferrcnan-anese (also low  p)  startiri, from 

manganese  ore fines including possibly the hirh P 

variety abundantly available in  India.     ¡>.jor 2 and  n 

efforts  in this area appear well   justified in vie" of 

potential   cost savings  in ferro-nan^anese production. 

Of particular interest  to India  is the relatively lo" 

power requirement   (of the order of 100 - ?C0 '<n-rl'ton"1 

for the process. 

In sugary,   the UTttAWT converter  is one of the 

Host versatile process  reactors  developed in  recent tires, 

"ven though economics do not, appe-r to   justify its upa»« 

for the production of ordinary iron,   its potential  for 

hi~h value-added processing applications,  like ferro- 

rcanganese,   etc.   cannot be underestimated. 

'*4,3 Application of Infection Technics in  C-al  ^ification 

lisi fi e? ti on  of coal  is an area  of interne ?, and ^ 

-•etivity.     In the  loyal   Institute of Technolog,  Sweden 

Professor  Sketorp  ?r.d his ¿roup have carried out in- 

teresting experiments  in which coal  and oxygon are injected 

into an iron bath  (containing about  2.3f'   3 and about   ?' CÌ. 

Respite the very hijh 7  content   in the bath,   no oxidation 

of  Z vas  observed.     The  --xit ¿as  analysed  t-oicar.v W ' CO 

I:!' H2,   I?.'  T'?  «nd  -aces of ?0?_  (   2pp:ri).    -"he yield of 

carbon was   in range 6? - TO;',    -;ith higher injection depths 

of the order of 1   r,  which ia feasible   in a comercial scale 

higher yields of carbon,   close to ICC:'  m-.y bo  expected. 

The p     otically co-plate absorption  of "   in ?. '-~th is 

a major attractive   fea+ure of thin  technics  of ^=1   r„i_ 

fination.     ^i;:il-r  !*>•«•   of pursuit are  aleo  hoi- loo—i 
into   in "^A. 

Professor T-etor-  is  glso  carrying  out  laho^t ;ry-s--l o 

injection of coal   * ore - oxygen  in a bath of  iron Miti: th* 

endotherric  heat  retirèrent beir.-~ r¡et   by  inductiva hea+i.u:-. 
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There are plans to pursue this concept, in pilot plant 

scale.  Developments in this area are of threat 1 one- 

term interest to the steel industry. 

70     The Pivotal Hole of the Steel Sector 

The question 'nay arise, what national priority should 

be ^iven to the steel industry, if despite all the efforts 

it does not become appropriate technology for the developir. 

nations? This question nay be looked at fri• the surplus 

generating ability of the steel plants and the catalytic 

effect it has.on the overall economic ¿rewth.  The cost 

analysis of finished steel production shows that the value 

of the finished product is twice the value of all the 

rav materials and fuels put together. 

T=ble 7-5 
Productive Material Costs 

Hate 
He. 

Iron Ore H.O ^ì.ys 
"      L.ii 37.73 

"        "      Sinter 97.18 
r.an^anese Ore 87.01 
Iron Scrap 460.CO 
Coke 3F and ¡Tut 288.42 
Limestone 49-92 
Dolomite 36.35 
Qii-'rtzite 22.2? 
Handling  loss 

Total Productivo : hteri»] 

Por L.D. 

Cost/ton 

?7.73 
13.?? 
59.59 
14.07 

in. 44 
228.66 
11.23 

C.44 

382,35 

Steel Scrap 5IO.OO 110.67 
Pig Iron 784.I9 19.Q? 
Iron Ore HG 52.38 ¿.IO 

Finishing and Alloys ' ¿2*73 
Fluxes 3E;SC 
Handling loss 7, 
Total Productive :hterial Cost -    tlixer metal  ••• other'in L.D. 

-    592.51/ton 
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Rnerpy  Cost/Ton of Ins-ot Steel 

Consume i on Rate Rs./t Cost 

1. Coking Cool                      I.448 t I30.O /t 163.00 
2. 3oiler   'oal                      C .325 t 7".-O/'t 25. ?0 
3. electricity                     268 KWH O.^o'^nir 53. cO 
4. Purance Oil                      O.O314 t 1,050.00'^ ^3.00 
5. LSHS/LSFO                  0.0235 t i,oco.oo/t 23.50 
6.   naphtha                             C.OI68 KL BQO/ïL Ie.. QO 

338.30 

Zner^y cost/ton of saleable steel   taking „       .„„      , 
8Cr' yield ~ = "s*  ¿22. 5/ton 

Total Production  Cost   for 

Plates Rs.   1,484,''ton includa^  interest,   depreciation 
:R Coils,   Rs.   1,324/ton includes   interest,   depreciation 

HR C0ÌI3 for pale,   Rs.  1,349/ton  includes interest,   depr 
depreciation 

Cold Rolled Coils,   C?J! 1,700 Mill   1,553.35/ton includes 
interest and  depreciation 

Tandem Mil,   1,657. 07/ton includes 
interent,  and depreciation 

Ror a million  ton steel plant     the  gross value added 

amounts to Rs.   IOC   orores for a total   investment of 50O crores. 

Part of this value added is disbursed  as  Maçes aid purchase 

o'" services,   etc.  which pumps money into  the economy.     Part 

of the value added   is  recovered as  excise,   taxes and profits 

which are ajain available for further  economic £~owth.    PinalIv 

the end product  01' the steel plants   is   a higher value re- 

source  for other  capital  forming industries.     In the latter 

sense,   if we loo'-  at  steel production   frort;  an engineered pro- 

duct view point,   e.p-.   a truck,  a po'-er plant,   etc.,  the  inte- 

grated technology may very well turn ont   to be appropriate 

even from capital  to output and capital : worker employed ratio. 

In the case of  lens  engineered products such as farm im- 

plements,   such an   approach nay brea'»--  dc-n  and  it  is  in tlv.se 

cases that effort   for developing -ore  --ppropri-te ntrate-ies 

for steel production  T.d its utilisation   recces i--aort-u-^. 
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Technology being a dynamic process,   ito approp- 

riateness  changes  v.'ith tine.     This  is  esp  ci ally true 

for  the  steel   industry which has  ^  very long gestation 

period.     In many  cases  the selection of technology  at 

th^i beginning of the planning  stare may be  appropriate, 

in  many senses,   but at  the tine  of commissioning,   the 

technology' may no  longer be  appropriate.     It  is  not  easy 

to   change a technology  once  it   iz  adopted.     Therefore, 

these technologies must be constantly improved and develop- 

mental efforts should begin right  from the planning stage 

to  make the technology mere relevant. 

Indi? '-'ith ite vast  iron ore reserven  cannot   afford 

to   ignore the steel  industry.     Th» united national  eco- 

nomi" resources  may not permit  giving this  sector a high 

priority in the  economic growth plan    or India,    '.-'e should, 

however,   recognise that  steel   industry forms the backbone of 

the  industrial growth and the present steel  industry has 

already saved chores of foreign  exchange '••rich has  been avai- 

lable for other oricritv sectors«     Besides,   our military 

strength  depends  directly on  cur strong industrial  b~se 

founded on a healthy steel  industry.    This ••.'?.s aptly stated 

recently by Dr.  P.L.  Agrawal,   'airman,   cteel  Authority of 

India Ltd.  to gAIL employees,   re-emphasising the pivotal  role 

of the steel industry.     This  is  extracted belov: 

"Cur stoel  niants  operate "nder ver"r t^'inm  conditions, 

strains on ovir  financial  resources  hr,re also handicapped  us 

in  not being able to keep pace with the fast  changing steel 

technology.    By providing for a development fund  in the re- 

cently announced steel pricing policy,  the Government has 

taken neasures to overcome this  handicp.    There will be no 

shortage of funds   for H and D and your attempt  must  be to 

cover the gap,   especially between the developed countries  and 

us  to  innovate technology  suitinm to  Tnoian  r•-•'.•; material   con- 

dition.     It should  bo your pri~e responsibility to  see that 

every help  and assistance  is  orovided  to those who  o-erate 
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the plants.     They have to grapple ••'i+b varying and  diffi- 

cult problems,  which '-'hen referred to you should  be as- 

signed top priority ar.d solutions  should be  found   speedilv". 

^ole of Research and Development 

davina- has  generally been held by Adam  ^mith  to be  one 

of the major determinants of economic development,     '.'evr net 

3aving is necessary to  take advantage  of the  steady advance 

of technology.     Reinvestment  of depreciation reserves is   not 

enough.    According to  "-'ari  Marx "the  additional  capital   furred 

in the course of accumulation  serves  mainly  as vehicles   for 

th? e:cploitati~n  of new  inventions  and disc  varies  or of 

industrial  improver-er.tr   in  >~eneral".     i'arx further  abated 

that  "the magnitude of the capital accumulated clearly de- 

pends on thn absolute -acritudes of the surplus value". 

The preaent  steel   industry is highly capit-1   intensive. 

This .mandates  effort  along several   fronts  to  mahe  i~  more 

appropriate.     One alternative  is to   inamarì»  TT  af^o^t  and 

spending on research -nd développent  into tha^e technologies 

'•'hi eh will decrease the capital burden.    The  capital   necessarv 

for  investment  in  these  H and  T> efforts  can  come  from the  sur- 

plus value generated by the research ar.d development  effort  in 

reducing the cost  of prediction  and  for  improving-  the vine of 

the finished product.     This  in a closed  lap-  "here".".'  -~r.°   "r,~, 

of research  -nd  development  supports  the other  in  a  sy-bio+io 

manner.    The aim of this  two pronged R nnd  "> effort  rr>-r   oe 

directed towards the development of aporopriate steel  tech- 

nology consisting of lo--' capital  output  ""tie,  higher nmolo"- 

ment,  reduction  in  the  consumption of non—ran a'."LI e resources 

proper ecological  an^   environmental  balance     -•"»• • <->'••'..-.y:,   i»* 

mm'^.n  lif     ii thQ  arc'i'ictio;¡  ^r»^f»ftcT»     nrod'ic'-*   ^¡-c4-"-.-   •'%-*•«   , ..« 

needs and some  for  e::port.     Ac   i*1  "nv anobio-   with  --;   • 

facets,  the  solutions  a.ra al"?"s  arrive'1  *~"  a  -»".•¡nfi  ^,- 

optimisation in "hioh savie  factors  ma" not  '.••"> at  ta°   ies"1 r"d 
1 ev°l.    This  call''  far  a   l^'-in1' d""n of xhf  -•"•--r^-"• ^'•*<-   -,-c   i-v-. 

a Move aspects of  ^aaroaríate  t^ohnolo-"" 
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6.0 SUMMARY A;fP 0CW0I.ÜFIOM5 

An analysis of the socio-eoono-teehnical factors for 

the industrial growth of developing nations suggests that 

there is a need for directing effort towards developing 

industrial technologies which provide "»ore work opportu- 

nities,  are less capital  intensive,  reduce the consumption 

of non-renewable resource and are compatible with the avai- 

lable skills,  managerial  inputs,   indigenous raw r.p.t erial 

supply and domestic demand for the products.    There is an 

urgent need to bring the organised and the unorganised 

sectors of Indian economy into a closer relationship,  so 

that they nay grow together.    To achieve this,  the resouroes 

of the modern industrial sector must be applied to transform 

the rural sector and raise its productivity. 

A historical revie'-- of the steel technology shows that, 

innovations in technology has enabled the use of material 

resources which were locally available.    The steel technology 

prior to the Second World War fulfilled, most of the criteria 

for appropriate technology.    The deviation from appropriate- 

nets oame about as a consequence of technological development 

in other industries. 

Despite the threats from other materials and metals, 

steel is still the most widely used engineering material of 

construction because of its unique combination of mechanical, 

and physical properties,  th> ease of ito fabrication and its 

cost.    The per capita consumption of steel  is very low in 

India compared to mont of the developing countries.    The demand 

for steel  in India i¡* highly bir.sod by the state of the 

national ec-:nom;; end is mostly in capital  intensive industries. 

A program for increasing the consumption of steel  in rur?l 
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India has been embarked by the Steel Authority of 

India Ltd, 

One of the major factors which make the present steel 

technology less appropriate is the high capital block in- 

vested to produce one ton of steel and a still larger 

capital block to employ a worker.    This may be partially 

rectified by dispersing supporting services to the regions 

around the steel plants.    A package of appropriate techno- 

logies can be introduced for iron making by the blast fur- 

nace route to ir creas« its productivity r>nd decrease the 

consumption of the rapidly depleting coking coal reserves  in 

India.    The development of tha bottom blown oxygen process 

and horizontal  casting ¡rakes the steel technology more ap- 

propriate than the open hear h - ingot casting blooming/slab- 
bing route. 

Rolling -nd forming of steels offers an opportunity for 

decentralising the steel  industry and enable a proper lin- 

kage with the mr%l  industries. 

The strategy for the future that emerges from the above 

analysis is that for th •< production of semi finish d products 

such as billets,  blooms,  slabs, more developmental and inno- 

vative effort is required in the areas of blast furnaces, 

bottom blown oxygen processes,  L? steel making and continuons 
casting. 

Por the forming of steel  ?.s per the customer's roed, 

technological effort is required to make the small re-rolling 

mills more economi-ai  and bring about a proper development of 

rural metal  forming industry.    In addition the Chinese in- 

dustrial approach Ì3 worth studying anñ the possibility nf 

introducing smaller scale iron and steel w->r>s based on th • 

Swedish injection technology needs to be fully explored. 
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The steel industry has a pivotal  role to play in the 

total industrialisation of India.    In the present Indian 

context,   capital reduction per output  is important. 

However,   depletion of non-renewable resource mp,y be more 

important than capital invested per output,    ^OT example, 

an additional investnent of Rs.'645/ton in the blast fur- 

nace for introducing several appropriate technologies can 

reduce the coke rate by 427' whi^e in-reasing the blast 

furnace productivity by 7CC'.    This will correspondingly 

lower the capital block per output of steel.    Another al- 

ternative -nay be to import bulk quantity of «er»? for re- 

malting in ultra high power electric fornice,  the power for 

which if generated fron non coking coals.    ?or each new or 

improved technology it is necessary to evaluate these aspects 

and then adopt the proper course of action.    In this t.-ay, 

tven if we do not get the nost appropriate technology, we 

will at  least arrive at tht optimally npporpriate technology 
for steel. 
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